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Experimental music demonstrates a dialectic between two compositional
attitudes. One seeks tools to realize abstract musical ideals, while the other strives to
find the best way to describe objects through music. This study focuses on the latter
approach, which the author calls “object-oriented composition.” In this mode of
composition, the composer engages in a dialogue with his instruments, treating them as
partners in the creative process.
The body of this dissertation discusses three modes of practice in experimental
music that constitute aspects of object-oriented composition: buying, building, and
breaking. Chapter 3, “Buy,” considers objects that composers use for their particular
sonic and semiotic associations. Chapter 4, “Build” focuses on objects designed and
built by composers for new musical functions. Chapter 5, “Break,” analyzes objects that
are modified to elicit new capabilities. The discussion of these modes of practice leads
to a concluding chapter that demonstrates the author's object-oriented compositions.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In 2006, faculty and graduate students at Princeton University founded the
Princeton Laptop Orchestra, or “PLOrk” (Trueman 2007). A typical concert featured
around fifteen performers sitting on stage with matching MacBooks and custom-made
loudspeakers. The performers typed and swiped their trackpads to control custom
software. PLOrk generated considerable excitement in academia; in the next few years
“LOrks” appeared all over the world.1 The attractiveness of this ensemble was clear: a
computer can play back, synthesize, and modify any sound, and networking computers
together creates new possibilities for ensemble interaction. Despite the rich field of
possibilities inherent in the ensemble, many compositions fell flat. They relied too
heavily on improvisation and rudimentary sounds and failed to demonstrate the
possibilities of laptops or orchestras. The quick proliferation of laptop orchestras seems
to stem from the novelty and spectacle of the ensemble as much as it stems from
musical exploration.
Five years earlier, the Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems
(CHI) hosted a workshop in Seattle, which evolved into the New Instruments for Musical
Expression (NIME) conference (NIME 1, 2001). NIME focuses on the design of
experimental digital musical instruments (EDMI), 2 which include self-contained
electronic instruments as well as controllers that interface with software. In contrast to
the laptop orchestra, where a particular object (the laptop) is emphasized, the field of

1

2

For example, Stanford University's SLOrk, Virginia Tech's Linux Laptop Orchestra (L2Ork), City
University of Hong Kong Laptop Orchestra (CLOrk), the Dublin Laptop Orchestra, and the Moscow
Laptop Cyber Orchestra.
Miranda (2006) dubs these simply “DMI” but I am appending the E for experimental to differentiate
these instruments from mass-produced digital keyboards and the like.
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EDMI design celebrates idiosyncratic prototypes. Unfortunately, these instruments and
controllers use similar types of sensors for interaction (photocells, accelerometers, and
the like), making them more alike than their inventors may care to admit. Sadder still,
performances with these objects come across as demonstrations of technology rather
than examples of artistic expression.
In the early 1990s, Reed Ghazala (b. 1953) coined the term “circuit bending”
(Ghazala 2004). A circuit-bent instrument is a piece of hardware (often a small
electronic toy) that a musician purposefully short-circuits to create new sounds, glitches,
and interaction possibilities. Where EDMI designers seem content with the few intended
actions of their instruments, circuit benders seek new actions from theirs. But circuit
benders do not make full use of their instruments either. They primarily employ the
instruments in improvisations rather than compositions, rarely developing a robust
performance practice with the objects.
In each of these examples, composers foreground the instruments used to make
sound. In doing so, they demonstrate the significant influence objects have on musicmaking. Objects can allow a performance to take place, improve a performer's accuracy
and range of expression, give extra signification, and suggest new directions for the
music. At the same time, each of these examples demonstrates a problem of spinning
wheels; participants buy, build, and break a multitude of objects, but they quickly
abandon these objects for new ones. They search for the next cool project, whether it
be a performance concept like a mobile phone ensemble, a microcomputer platform like
the Raspberry Pi, or a mass-produced product like the Korg Monotron. Too many
experimental composers give up on objects before they figure out how to make good
music with them.
9

In experimental music,3 we see two creative dispositions. Some composers seek
tools to realize abstract musical ideals. Others seek the best musical way to describe
the objects they choose to observe. For the former, harmony and rhythm form the basis
of musical thought; the timbres and textures articulated by objects come second. New
methods and objects must be found when existing objects are insufficient for their
musical goals. The latter creative disposition (finding musical ways to describe objects)
might be less prominent, but it is no less important. This study focuses on the second
approach, which I call “object-oriented composition.” As demonstrated by the vignettes
above, practices in experimental music show increased awareness of the influence of
objects. By taking an object-oriented approach, perhaps composers can learn to write
music that makes more meaningful uses of objects.
Object-Oriented Composition
Much of experimental music is already centered around objects, but in a way that
perhaps grants them too much agency. Composers allow objects to constrain their
ideas. A better object-oriented composition perspective places composers and objects
on equal footing. I have derived the term from a recent topic in philosophy called objectoriented ontology, which proposes that all objects—including humans—are equal.
Object-oriented composition should be a reflexive process in which both composers and
instruments propose, reject, constrain, and refine musical ideas. An object-oriented
composer bases musical decisions on the capacities of musical instruments. These
capacities include the typical sonic results as well as extraneous noises,
inconsistencies, undiscovered techniques, performance interfaces and practices,
3

As defined by Nyman (1999), experimental music is a primarily Anglo-American field concerned with
making music that explores and critiques ideas surrounding music such as notation, process,
listening, and social aspects of performance.
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similarities with other instruments, cultural connotations, evocations of previous music,
and so on.
Object-oriented composition does not need to abandon traditional musical
concepts like harmony and rhythm, but it must say something about the object. The
central question an object-oriented composer should ask is this: how effectively does
my piece argue for its inclusion of particular objects? In other words, why should I use
this instrument and not another?
To illustrate, let us look at Luciano Berio's (1925-2005) first Sequenza (1958), for
solo flute. A crucial moment occurs about 2/3 through the piece: a trill that fades away
and reveals key clicks. The use of woodwind key clicks has become a tired, ubiquitous
cliché (of which I am certainly guilty myself). They are effective in the Sequenza not
because they appear there first (Edgard Varèse already used them in Density 21.5 in
1936), but because they reveal something unique about the flute in a musical way.
In Being and Time, Heidegger presents a thought experiment about a hammer
(Heidegger 1962: 95-102). The hammer implies a certain action (driving nails). When a
person is using the hammer, the object disappears; in other words, the user no longer
thinks about the object, but about the task. When the hammer breaks apart, the user no
longer sees it as a mere tool, but an object with its own being. Up to this point in the
Sequenza, the flute disappears into the act of creating music, the way a hammer
disappears into the act of carpentry. It may not break apart like Heidegger's hammer,
but in this moment the flute reveals its “extraneous” sounds. The key clicks break the
listener away from focusing on the performer's virtuosity, the rhythmic and pitch profiles,
etc.—and cause him to focus on the instrument itself. The pitches and rhythms could be
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played on another instrument with a comparable range, such as a violin. The key clicks
(among other factors) show how Berio makes the piece “about” the flute.
The value of an object-oriented composition should not be determined by the
number of instrumental effects that it explores. That attitude would invite the “kitchen
sink” approach already found in many contemporary compositions, where composers
are seemingly compelled to include key clicks or Bartók pizzicati to prove their
knowledge of such techniques. Instead, the investigation into capacities of instruments
should be analogous to the investigation of motives in sonatas or fugues. A good objectoriented composition may explore one capacity in depth, or it may contrast a few.
Buying, Building, and Breaking: Three Modes of Practice
To develop my concept of object-oriented composition, I will explore three modes
of practice found in experimental music: buying, building, and breaking. These practices
are suggested by the activities in my opening vignettes. One buys a laptop, builds a
controller, and breaks a toy. These modes of practice elevate musical objects (i.e.
musical instruments, audio equipment, etc.) from the status of intermediaries to that of
mediators. Latour defines these terms as follows:
An intermediary, in my vocabulary, is what transports meaning or force without
transformation: defining its inputs is enough to define its outputs. . . . Mediators,
on the other hand . . . transform, translate, distort, and modify the meaning of the
elements they are supposed to carry (Latour 2005: 39).
Many composers treat instruments as carriers of musical information (the
aforementioned pitches and rhythms). The instruments' characteristics may bring
nuance to the music, but they are not the main focus. In contrast, composers engaged
in these modes of practice let the objects mediate their decisions, potentially at the
expense of the music.
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I use the term “buying” broadly; to buy means to obtain objects that fulfill specific
functions. While an actual purchase may not take place—a performer may have access
to the instrument already—this process is reflective of consumerist drives engendered
by capitalism. A composer feels compelled to use an instrument for a similar reason that
he feels compelled to own a certain model of car or style of clothing. The objects show
what kind of composer he is. For example, an experimental composer appropriates nontraditional instruments. Instruments like the toy piano and laptop computer are taken out
of their intended contexts (playrooms and offices) and assimilated into experimental
music. They are desirable because of their original significations and because they
demonstrate the composer's imagination. As they are used in compositions, the
functions and meanings of these objects are continually redefined.
By “building,” I refer specifically to homemade, prototype construction in contrast
to the mass production of most musical instruments. Composers and inventors
throughout history have built new instruments to find or refine sounds. The case studies
presented in this dissertation show that composers build not only because of this sonic
quest, but because of the joy of building itself. Since many EDMIs operate on similar
principles and use similar internal sensors, I question the idea that they solve new
musical problems. Many of these instruments are abandoned after the prototype stage,
so there are few chances for musical or technical refinement. Thus, there are few
chances to demonstrate why the instrument needed to be built.
“Breaking” refers to the act of modifying an existing instrument to reveal new
capacities within it. Extended techniques involve a modification of performance, which is
an important means of redefining the roles of an instrument in music. When a physical
modification takes place, it potentially creates a new object. For example, a circuit-bent
13

Speak & Spell is transformed from an educational toy into an electronic musical
instrument. In fact, the “father of circuit bending,” Reed Ghazala, renames his Speak &
Spells “Incantors,” to signify that they have become something new. While bought
objects are given new musical contexts, broken objects are given both new contexts
and new identities. Bought and built instruments contain hidden capacities, but it is
through breaking that the composer comes into the most intimate contact with the
objects. Breaking is where he discovers new capabilities.
These practices are means by which experimental composers differentiate
themselves from traditional composers. The practices are also means by which they
create communities of common interests, and the objects are means by which they
distinguish themselves within these communities. Experimental composers come from
many musical backgrounds, from the Western classical tradition to punk rock. Some
hold academic positions, while others reject such institutions and training. Like the
nebulous definition of “experimental” itself, there are few clear tropes that define a
composer as experimental or not. However, the emphases on objects, process, and
community in experimental music outweighs the focus on musical works. This instantly
differentiates the field from other art music.
By proposing object-oriented composition, I hope to nudge experimental
composers toward a better way of interacting with objects. At their best, composers buy
objects with the knowledge of their connotations and uses. They allow instruments to
evoke style, genre, time periods, specific musicians, and they use these connotations to
help them compose. At their worst, composers exhibit almost fetishistic attraction to
certain objects. When some composers see a new trend like the laptop orchestra, they
immediately need to find funding for twenty MacBooks so they can start their own.
14

When they hear a compelling new technique on an instrument, they want to try it as
well.
A major weakness of many composer-builders is that they often build instruments
just because they enjoy the activity. Much of the music they make with these new
instruments is heard only once. The music is an excuse, not a reason, for the objects'
existence. Breakers exhibit similar problems. The thrill of the chase—whether tracking
down toys in thrift stores or tracking down glitch points on their circuit boards—is the
most important part of the practice. Finding a way to use the objects in a compelling
musical context is frequently secondary.
Dissertation Structure
The dissertation will proceed as follows. In Chapter 2 I review the major histories
of musical instruments and music technology, then explore the theoretical literature
concerning humans and objects that underpins this dissertation. I draw upon writers in
the traditions of Marxist theory, technological determinism, and object-oriented ontology.
These three groups demonstrate a broadening understanding of objects, which start as
tools, gain importance as signifiers, and finally become powerful agents in their own
right.
These philosophical models will not be applied evenly to each object under
consideration. For example, the Marxist framework, which demonstrates the use of
objects as symbols of individualism and class, is applied more strongly to the objects in
Chapter 3. These objects are bought and used primarily for their symbolism. Similarly,
object-oriented ontology is referenced more in Chapter 5 to describe the ways in which
composers modify objects and how these objects modify the musical decisions of
composers.
15

The modes of practice that I conceptualize in this study are interrelated. Objects
must be bought before they can be broken; small components must be bought before a
composer builds an instrument. Breaking is a way to explore the capacities of an object
originally bought or built for other purposes. The theoretical models I draw upon are
similarly interrelated. Thus, in Chapter 2 I have grouped the discussion into thematic
areas—fetish, myths, technium, and actants—rather than dividing via philosophical
lineage. In the section on fetish, I focus on the mysterious symbolic power of objects. In
the section on myths, I extend this idea by focusing on the use of symbolism to control
people. “Technium” refers to the co-evolution of humans and their tools. In the final
section, titled “Actants,” I address theorists who extend this evolutionary idea and assert
that all objects (including humans) have equal importance and influence over each
other.
The main body of the dissertation addresses the buying, building, and breaking
modes of practice in experimental music. In each chapter I explore these modes by
analyzing objects that have recent or enduring popularity in experimental music. Part of
this analysis involves looking at compositions that model, at least in part, an objectoriented approach. In Chapter 3 (“Buy”) I explore the appropriation of objects into
experimental music through analyses of the toy piano, the theremin, the Minimoog
synthesizer, and the laptop computer. In Chapter 4 (“Build”), I investigate the creation of
new physical objects, as exemplified by Mark Applebaum's Mouseketier, the Atari Punk
Console, Tristan Perich's 1 Bit Symphony, and the modular synthesizer. In Chapter 5
(“Break”) I address the modification of objects through analyses of the prepared piano,
the Speak & Spell, and Nic Collins's hacked CD player.
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In Chapter 6, I discuss two of my own works that follow an object-oriented
compositional approach. Through these pieces I hope to model meaningful uses of the
objects. In discussing the works, I hope to bring together some of the secondary trains
of thought that emerge in the middle chapters. The first piece I discuss, 555, is a work
for a collection of small electronic instruments. The second is a work for piano,
percussion, and fixed media. This second piece, Keys, serves as the composition
component of the dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS
In this chapter, I will first review the literature regarding musical instruments:
historical overviews, orchestration texts, and histories of electronic music technology.
This literature illustrates the canvas of traditional attitudes against which experimental
composers distinguish their practice. As mentioned in Chapter 1, composers with a
more traditional disposition use objects to realize abstract musical ideals. In contrast,
experimental composers use music to investigate and illustrate the capacities of objects.
In the second part of the chapter, I will review theories which situate this study within a
wider debate concerning the relationships between humans and objects.
Literature Review
Historical Overviews of Instruments
General histories of musical instruments, such as Schwartz (1938), Sachs
(1940), Galpin (1946), and Geiringer (1965), focus on instrument classification. Most
tend to broadly agree on the taxonomy devised by Hornbostel and Sachs, which divides
instruments based on their method of producing sound: idiophones, aerophones,
chordophones, membranophones, and electrophones. These classes are divided into
further subclasses, such as plucked or bowed chordophones, and flue or reed
aerophones. The texts show parallel developments of instruments in different cultures
and hypothesize about their cross-influences. Several of these books also hypothesize
about the origins of instruments; they include apocryphal stories of ancient hunters
noticing the twang of their bows and the wind whistling over broken reeds.
More recent texts such as Donington (1982), Campbell, et al. (2004), and
Montagu (2007) display much better grounding in acoustics and history. For example,
18

Montagu provides “interludes” that place the inventions in their historical context. He
discusses the importance of the orchestra's inclusion of the “aristocratic” trumpet used
by the cavalry rather than the “plebeian” bugle used by the infantry (Montagu 2007:
119). While this is primarily a difference in timbre (the conical bore found in bugles and
cornets creates a darker timbre than the cylindrical bore of the trumpet), Montagu
considers the social connotations equally important. Many texts describe instrumental
development as a series of improvements on existing tools. Montagu's account provides
a more nuanced view of musical history.
The assumption in these texts is that new instruments are only invented and
appropriated when composers seek specific timbres or when performers seek easier
ways to accomplish musical tasks.1 Histories of music tend to follow a similar narrative
of progress, beginning with monophonic Gregorian chant, then tracing the addition of
voices, the expansion of acceptable harmonic relationships, and the increasing variety
of acceptable timbres. Adler depicts the growth of the orchestra as a search for
stabilization. He writes, “by the time of Haydn and Mozart, stabilization had almost been
achieved,” as if the orchestra was a divinely-inspired artifact that humans were
attempting to replicate (Adler 2002: 4). Statements that consider the development of
instruments finished neglect the ongoing experimentation in design and extended
performance techniques.
Orchestration texts, like Adler (2002), Piston (1955), Rimsky-Korsokov (1964),
and others, are aimed at helping composers achieve the timbres and textures they
desire with the instruments at hand. They may not explicitly suggest “given an ensemble
of x, y, and z, music of a certain character would be the best.” Yet, whether from
1

This contrasts with the “joy of building” approach mentioned in Chapter 1.
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inherent limitations (range) or cultural conventions (brass instruments are exciting and
loud), instruments tend to suggest certain roles in music. In fact, the fanciful stories of
prehistoric hunters and reed-cutters demonstrate a latent acknowledgement of the
influence of objects. Had they not noticed the pleasing sounds of the objects around
them, would humans have desired to make music? It would seem that instruments have
a profound effect on music, but the literature only hints at this idea.
Histories of Electronic Music Technology
The development of electrophones—any instrument using electricity to produce
sound—is more recent and thus better documented. Here, the effects of particular
inventions on the resultant music become clearer. Since the field of electroacoustic
music is defined by its use of electric technology, historical texts such as Chadabe
(1997), Manning (2004), and Holmes (2012) discuss not just major electroacoustic
compositions, but also the inventions that accompanied them. Chadabe arranges his
history as a series of “milestones”: the earliest electronic instruments such as the
Telharmonium and Theremin, the development of tape music, the growth of analog
synthesizers and computers, and new ideas for making and playing music instigated by
these technologies. Manning follows a similar narrative, while Holmes combines the
development of MIDI technology with analog synthesizers to differentiate technologies
used in performance from technologies used in studio-based composition.
Chanan (1995) and Katz (2004) describe the changes in music brought about by
the invention of audio recording. Recurring themes throughout Katz's book include
portability, repeatability, temporality, and manipulability. Most of these are interrelated; a
recording on a physical medium can be touched and transported to times and locations
where the recorded performance could not have taken place. Recording technology
20

affected how music was heard, from increasing listeners' focus on the details of
performance (notably, on details of particular performances) to standardizing the length
of songs (due to the limitations of phonograph records). This technology also affected
how music was performed. Katz argues that violinists began playing with more vibrato
because the technique helped the violin sound fuller and more in tune on early
recordings (Katz 2004: 94-108). As exemplified by pianist Glenn Gould, performers
could create an illusion of perfection (by splicing different takes); being able to listen and
critique one's performance also gives the performer a new layer of interpretive power
(Chanan 1995: 132).
Théberge (1997) examines the relationship between musicians and commerce,
with particular attention to the shift from craft production to mass production in the
nineteenth century. Reacting against the “great men inventor narratives” common to
many instrument histories, Théberge seeks to examine the "dynamic interplay that
exists between [music] technology and contemporary modes of production, distribution,
and consumption” (Théberge 1997: 5). To do so, he attempts to create “cultural
biographies” of instruments—not as singular objects but as "several objects existing at
distinct 'moments': the moments of design/production, mediation (marketing and
promotion), and consumption/use” (Théberge 1997: 9).
For example, the desire for greater volume and expressive range drove the initial
developments of the piano in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. But, Théberge
argues,
these innovations in technical design alone cannot account for the unparalleled
rise of the piano in Western music history; only in conjunction with process
innovations—innovations in manufacturing, distribution, and marketing—could
the piano have emerged as the quintessential instrument . . . of Western music
(Théberge 1997: 25).
21

Similarly, synthesizers were initially created for specialists, with idiosyncratic designs
that were not widely adopted. By the 1980s, the development of MIDI (Musical
Instrument Digital Interface) and preset soundbanks marked a democratization of digital
instruments. Synthesizers became more accessible to use and more affordable, leading
to an explosion of products and sales in the marketplace.
Recent Interest in Building and Breaking
Two major electroacoustic music journals have recently devoted issues to the
acts of buying, building, and breaking musical objects. Leonardo Music Journal 17, titled
“My Favorite Things: The Joy of the Gizmo,” features twenty-two artist statements about
such objects as Dictaphones, Walkmans, audio Y-connectors and various custom-built
and manipulated instruments (Collins 2007). Organised Sound 18(3) (2013), titled
“Rewiring electronic music,” reviews do-it-yourself—or “do-it-together”—practices in
contemporary electronic music such as media archeology (Groth 2013: 266),
collaborative construction workshops (Richards 2013: 274), and the idea of laptops and
smartphones as contemporary “folk instruments” (Jones 2013: 299). As of this writing,
the Canadian Electroacoustic Community's online journal eContact! has a call for
papers to be included in issue 16.4 (August 2014) titled “Experimental Practices and
Subversion in Sound.”
These articles demonstrate composers' unconscious attraction to objects and
their desire to literally know them inside and out. While these articles celebrate
intriguing practices, they disregard the faddish use of objects and the potentially
underwhelming exploration of their roles in music. Artist statements can be enlightening,
but critical reviews of their works are also essential if we are to evaluate the success of
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these practices. Otherwise, we are left with empty artistic statements that emphasize
the “cool factor” of the objects rather than any deep or lasting impact they may have.
Theoretical Foundations
Looking outside music literature, we can find a richer body of texts that describe
the changing understanding of human relationships with objects. In this section I will
review the theoretical foundations of this dissertation. While not arranged
chronologically, the writers can be grouped into three categories: the Marxist lineage
(Marx, Behne, Benjamin, Adorno, Barthes, Baudrillard, Attali, and Wark), technological
determinism (Mumford, McLuhan, Postman, Rushkoff, and Lanier), and object-oriented
ontology (Latour, Harman, Bennett, Bogost, and Bryant). The Marxist writers (in the
context of this study) primarily discuss how humans use objects to represent social
relationships. The technological determinists focus on the effects technology has on
human behavior. Object-oriented ontology proposes that humans and objects are
equals (and that humans are a type of object). While these theoretical fields succeed
each other chronologically, I wish to show how they build upon and enrich the discourse
about humans and objects, rather than claim that any group of writers superseded the
others.
Fetish: Objects of Worship
In anthropology, a fetish object is worshiped for supposed magical powers (Dant
1996). Karl Marx dubs the process of commodity exchange 'fetishism' because physical
commodities are imbued with power and value independent of the human effort used to
make them (Marx 1998: 171). Humans relate to objects by making them (labor-value),
using them (use-value), or exchanging them for other useful objects (exchange-value).
In the act of exchange, humans also relate to each other through the objects. A luthier
23

makes a guitar, and the instrument represents his labor. When a guitarist purchases and
performs the instrument, he exhibits a relationship not only with the object, but also with
the luthier. Commodity fetishism obscures the luthier-guitarist relationship, since both
parties focus on the guitar. The object itself now has its own power and significance.
For Behne, objects serve as “nodal points” between two people. In addition to
Marx's labor exchange, objects symbolize the social class of the owner, the historical
period of its creator, etc. Analogous to the term “fetish,” Behne's term apart denotes
objects whose interesting or beautiful facades cause their user to stop and admire them.
These objects “create a distance from those who might use them, controlling that space
and commanding veneration” (Schwartz, F. 1998: 49). While the nodal point (signified
relationship) exists subliminally, the viewer is enthralled by the object. For example,
guitarists might be enthralled by the physical design and coloration of their instrument,
rather than the skill of the person who made it.
According to Benjamin, we are particularly enraptured by the camera.
Photography and film are considered transparent media that depict reality as it is. One
would expect a photograph to represent a nodal point between the viewer and the
person depicted. When discussing movie stars, Benjamin claims, "the audience's
identification with the actor is really an identification with the camera" (Benjamin 2007:
228). The camera forces a particular point of view, and the technique of montage can
force rapid changes in that point of view that are impossible in reality. We may be
impressed by an actor's performance, but we are really interested in the capabilities of
the equipment. The same can be said for musical instruments. If we listen to punk
musician Steve Jones from the Sex Pistols, we are interested in the timbre and
signification of the instrument more than Jones's limited musical ability.
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Adorno would despise this focus on Jones's instrument. Adorno considers massproduction technology the cause of modern audiences' "atomized listening." He argues
that recordings lead audiences to focus on the instruments themselves rather than the
music. He chides “listeners [who] show a preference not merely for particular
showpieces for instrumental acrobatics, but for the individual instrumental colors as
such" (Adorno 1991: 49). Delighting in new colors and audible “tricks” are childlike
activities compared to the adult and intellectual challenges of understanding complex
music. This “veneration of the tool” alienates listeners from the great master composers,
whose craftsmanship should be the focus of music.
The fascination with tools recalls McLuhan's maxim "the medium is the
message." He explains,
Let us return to the electric light. Whether the light is being used for brain surgery
or night baseball is a matter of indifference. It could be argued that these
activities are in some way the 'content' of the electric light, since they could not
exist without the electric light. This fact merely underlines the point that 'the
medium is the message' because it is the medium that shapes and controls the
scale and form of human association and action (McLuhan 1964: 8-9).
On the one hand, the message of a musical genre like rock is the media that delivers it
—recordings. On the other, the message of rock is the instruments and timbres it
contains; these “messages” include electric guitars, drum sets, etc.
In these selections, we see that objects become more important than the human
relationships that they ostensibly represent. They are given power and significance not
unlike the fetish objects studied by anthropologists. The idea of fetishes remains
somewhat pejorative; colloquial use of the term connotes uncontrollable (and often
sexual) attraction. Still, these writers exhibit early explorations of the influence objects
can have on humans.
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Myths: Objects of Control
Barthes incorporates the idea of nodal points into the practice of semiotics. In
Saussure's method of semiology, a sign is a relationship between two elements, a
signifier and a signified. For example, a drawing of a tree and the word 'tree' are both
signifiers of a physical tree (the signified). Barthes's myth is "a second-order
semiological system” (Barthes 1972: 114). Here, the sign is subsumed within another
sign. The drawing of a tree can signify a broader concept, such as environmentalism
(the Sierra Club logo) or religion (Christmas trees).

Figure 2-1: Barthes's myth framework
In “Myth Today,” Barthes examines a photo of a young black soldier saluting on
the cover of Paris Match magazine. At the sign level, this photo signifies a real soldier.
At the broader 'myth' level, the photo becomes a signifier of colonialism. Barthes writes,
"But whether naively or not, I see very well what it signifies to me: that France is a great
Empire, that all her sons, without any colour discrimination, faithfully serve under the
flag. . . . " (Barthes 1972: 116). For Barthes, the significations of objects are political;
people actively use objects to define themselves or to create myths that justify the
current social order. Returning to my example of the guitar, we see that the instrument
represents not only music, but broader concepts like fame and economic mobility (when
a performer “makes it”).
Baudrillard furthers Barthes's work by studying consumption. Baudrillard probes
into the designs and meanings of household objects such as furniture and coffee
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grinders, as well as cars, antiques, and “gizmos.” On many contemporary machines,
pushbuttons are the only action required from the operator. They gain a sense of
mystery. Baudrillard writes that "only man's 'extremities' now have an active part to play
in the functional environment" and that "traditional tools, by contrast, belonged to a field
of practical mediation between the material to be transformed and the person doing the
transforming" (Baudrillard 2005: 53). A knife's handle implies that a human hand will
grasp it and its blade implies cutting. A food processor's knives are hidden; its buttons
imply little about the machine's purpose.
Designers make up for this disconnection from human physiology through
symbolism. For example, "bright color is always apprehended as a sign of emancipation
—in fact it often compensates for the absence of more fundamental qualities”
(Baudrillard 2005: 32). Manufacturers continue to use wood "for nostalgic reasons"
because wood has "latent warmth . . . time is embedded in its very fibers. . . . In short, it
is a material that has being" (Baudrillard 2005: 38). Wood's warmth compensates for the
introduction of more synthetic substances in many products. One can witness the use of
colors and wood in several of the objects discussed in later chapters, such as the bright
colored lights and patch cords of modular synthesizers, the plastic of circuit-bent toys,
the wood paneling on the Minimoog, and so on. The meanings ascribed to these
instruments—nostalgia, emancipation, childhood, etc.—mask the "vague and limitless
functionality" (Baudrillard 2005: 123) of the instruments themselves.
The individuality lost by surrounding oneself with mass-produced objects also
means that "colors, contrasts and the 'modern' look are thus overloaded with
significance" and heavily reinforced through advertising (Baudrillard 2005: 161).
Advertising reminds the consumer what he lacks and leads him to define his personality
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through the objects he consumes. Baudrillard writes, "the abundance of products puts
an end to scarcity; the abundance of advertising puts an end to insecurity" (Baudrillard
2005: 186). In other words, one can alleviate his insecurities (such as his lower class
status) by purchasing the correct products.
For Barthes and Baudrillard, the signification of objects brings a political
dimension, where people use objects to define themselves or to create myths of “the
way things are.” In Barthes's narrative, the bourgeoisie uses myths to make the current
social order (in which they hold power) appear natural and inevitable, describing
humanity in universal terms. Myths use history as justification for the current order,
reducing human actions to essences and using tautologies—“the world is as it is”—to
suppress other viewpoints. In the end, "myth does not deny things . . . it purifies them, it
makes them innocent, it gives them a natural and eternal justification” (Barthes 1972:
143). For example, the electric guitar signifies rock music, which is associated with
rebellion. But playing the guitar is a very safe (i.e. pure and innocent) form of rebellion.
Attali describes how music is used for mythic purposes in four successive stages
of history. Those in power continually attempt to "make people Forget, make them
Believe, [and] Silence them” (Attali 1985: 19). 2 Of his second historical stage,
“Representing,” Attali writes, "the entire history of tonal music, like that of classical
political economy, amounts to an attempt to make people believe in a consensual
representation of the world" (Attali 1985: 46). Tonality, particularly in the Classical era,
attempts to present an orderly and hierarchical practice in music. Attali's third stage,
“Repeating,” refers to recording technology. Recording allows those in power to
stockpile time, memory, and signs, so they no longer have to rely on the spectacles of
2

Capitalization in the original
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Carnival and Lent for controlling the masses (as in the earliest stage, “Sacrificing”).
Stockpiled music can be disseminated easily; it facilitates consumer integration and
cultural homogenization. By stockpiling music, power silences dissent by making it so
easy to conform.
Attali's characterization of technology as a means of control is reflected in the
writings of Postman and Rushkoff. Both write about the drug-like effects of television
and the Internet and how these effects make people more susceptible to corporate
agendas. Echoing Adorno's complaints about atomized listening, Postman laments the
invention of the telegraph. While great for signaling the whereabouts of a passenger
train, the telegraph introduced "sensational, fragmented, [and] impersonal" language
into public conversation (Postman 1985: 70). This eventually destroyed the attention
span needed for complex public debate. In Postman's view, the media that followed the
telegraph—radio and television—reinforced this fragmented and simplified use of
language.
Rushkoff's recent books (Rushkoff 2010 & 2013) describe the increased sense of
urgency brought about by the speed and ubiquity of digital technology. Smartphones
constantly update with new emails and text messages, so they condition people to
answer messages as quickly as possible. Since people are not taught how to use
technology for their own ends, they assume that technology functions only in the way
presented to them. They are “programmed” to use technology in certain ways. This is
what differentiates experimental music from more traditional music—experimental
musicians subvert or comment on the assumed functions of technology.
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Technium: Objects and Humans in Co-evolution
It is not just corporate agendas that affect the use of technology; early design
decisions have a continuing impact. Lanier (2011) calls this process "lock-in." Lock-in
occurs when a new technology is designed to work with an old one, making the old
technology an intractable paradigm. For example, when MIDI was developed,
manufacturers were initially concerned with interfacing keyboard-based instruments.
Most keyboards have discrete keys for each pitch, and they afford only one action—
up/down. Thus, MIDI was designed to detect when a key was pressed down, when it
was released, and how hard it was pressed. Simple and elegant for keyboard
instruments, this solution is limiting for other interfaces. Despite many attempts at new
controls with more nuance, MIDI remains an ingrained standard to which musical
instrument design is locked-in.
Lock-in can be resisted through hacking. Wark (2004) pays homage to Marx in a
discussion of the conflict between two contemporary social classes. The vectoralist
class controls “vectors of communication” such as patents, copyrights, and trademarks.
These vectors are threatened whenever a new “hack” is discovered.3 “Hackers,” writes
Wark, “create the possibility of new things entering the world. Not always great things,
or even good things, but new things” (Wark 2004: 004). 4 The hacker class creates
objects and methods for their own benefit, but the vectoralist class always tries to turn
these innovations into sellable commodities, “thereby denying the world as a whole the
right to manage its own development” (Wark 2004: 012). Hacking represents the
freedom to take available materials and see what else they can do.
3

4

Publications like 2600: The Hacker Quarterly, begun in 1984 (2600 2014), helped disseminate
information about modifying technical systems. The concept of hacking has since spread to other
realms, including “lifehacks” which are methods of reusing consumer products more efficiently.
note: Wark provides paragraph numbers rather than page numbers
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Hacking may be a relatively new term, but it is the process through which
technology develops. For example, the electric guitar is a hack of an acoustic guitar.
This hack helped the guitar compensate for its low volume compared to other
instruments in jazz and blues ensembles. The guitar could then escape its place in
quieter genres and greatly influence the development of new, louder genres.
Developments in technology can, in turn, cause changes in human behavior. This
is a central tenet of the perspective called “technological determinism.” Mumford (2010)
divides the development of technology (which he dubs “the machine”) into three phases
that correspond roughly to Attali's Sacrificing, Representing, and Repeating stages. The
eotechnic phase is characterized by agrarian society and handicraft. The paleotechnic
phase, synonymous with the Industrial Revolution, is characterized by the factory,
steam power, and mass production. The neotechnic phase emphasizes electricity,
durability, and lightness. With musical instruments, we could relate the lute to the
eotechnic, the piano to the paleotechnic, and the synthesizer to the neotechnic. Each
phase represents not only a shift of production methods, but a change in conceptions of
the world. For example, Mumford cites the clock as a catalyst for capitalism and
science, since it introduced the idea of measuring abstract ideas, such as time
(Mumford 2010: 15-25).
Following Mumford, McLuhan describes broad strokes of history through the lens
of technologies that embody particular epochs. The Gutenberg Galaxy, as one might
expect, centers around the printing press. The invention of typography allowed text to
be "the first uniformly repeatable commodity, the first assembly-line, and the first massproduction" (McLuhan 1965: 124). Mumford's clock made humans understand the world
as quantifiable, and McLuhan's text made them understand it as linear and repeatable.
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These technologies changed how humans thought, but also extended their capabilities.
McLuhan writes, "all media are extensions of some human faculty—psychic or physical.
The wheel is an extension of the foot. The book is an extension of the eye, clothing, an
extension of the skin, electric circuitry, an extension of the central nervous system”
(McLuhan 1967: 26-41). Likewise, musical instruments extend the voice. Our electric
guitar (and its associated amplification equipment) has extended the voice so that it can
fill entire arenas.
Kelly constructs a similar narrative of co-evolution and symbiosis between
humans and the “technium” (which is the entire complex of technologies, synonymous
with Mumford's “machine”). Kelly proposes that the evolution of the technium is
analogous to the evolution of biological organisms. There are convergent evolutions of
similar species on different continents (such as the ostrich and the emu), and there are
convergences of inventions in different places (such as the numerous light bulbs
contemporaneous with Edison's). Kelly writes, "technologies are nearly living things.
Like all evolving entities, they must be tested in action, by action” (Kelly 2010: 254).
Those that are useful, but not harmful, will be selected for survival. “Useful” in this case
would need to mean “useful for many” as an EDMI might be useful for its inventor but
never adopted by anyone else.
Actants: Objects and Humans as Equals
Mumford, McLuhan, and Kelly depict a reciprocity between humans and objects,
but the relationship is never equal. Humans are still in charge; objects help or hinder
their development. Object-oriented ontology seeks to make the human-object
relationship equal. Bogost defines the practice as follows:
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Ontology is the philosophical study of existence. Object-oriented ontology
("OOO" for short) puts things at the center of this study. Its proponents contend
that nothing has special status, but that everything exists equally—plumbers,
cotton, bonobos, DVD players, and sandstone, for example. In contemporary
thought, things are usually taken either as the aggregation of ever smaller bits
(scientific naturalism) or as constructions of human behavior and society (social
relativism). OOO steers a path between the two, drawing attention to things at all
scales (from atoms to alpacas, bits to blinis), and pondering their nature and
relations with one another as much with ourselves (Bogost 2009).
An important precursor to OOO is “Actor-Network Theory” (ANT). As described
by Latour (2005), ANT sees social relationships as evolving networks that include not
only humans, but any objects that influence them. Latour does not accept that objects
can be “intermediaries” that transport meaning without transformation. For Latour, every
object mediates all others; every object is an actor in the network. Since “actor” implies
consciousness, Latour uses the term “actant” to describe any unconscious mediator.
For example, Bennett (2010) illustrates a number of actants involved in the 2003
Northeast blackout: "the electrical grid is better understood as a volatile mix of coal,
sweat, electromagnetic fields, computer programs, electron streams, profit motives,
heat, lifestyles, nuclear fuel, plastic, fantasies of mastery, static, legislation, water,
economic theory, wire, and wood—to name just some of the actants” (Bennett 2010:
25). There is no single agent to blame for a blackout (e.g. a worker who fell asleep).
In Bennett's example, it is easy to see the enormous influence of objects, which
might "authorize, allow, afford, encourage, permit, suggest, influence, block, render
possible, forbid, and so on" (Latour 2005: 71-2). Similarly, the extension of the voice via
the guitar and amplifier allows, encourages, and suggests (among other things) arena
rock. Effects pedals are actants on the guitar's tone; they can drastically change the
mood or genre evoked by the guitar. A distortion pedal may signify heavy metal, while a
wah-wah pedal may signify funk.
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Latour's actor-network theory lays some important groundwork for OOO, which
truly begins with Harman's Tool-Being (2002). In this work, Harman offers an
interpretation of Heidegger's “hammer” thought experiment, which I mentioned in
Chapter 1. Harman's concept of tool-being is similar to the idea of an essence, an
intangible set of qualities which cannot be fully perceived. One of Harman's recurring
examples is a bridge. For humans, the bridge's most important quality is that it allows
them to traverse a gorge with less effort. But a bridge is also a place for birds to roost, a
place from which to catch fish, or a signifier of a city (such as the Golden Gate Bridge
and San Francisco). The bridge itself has infinite (or at least indefinite) qualities. It also
comprises smaller entities—cables, bolts, beams—that each have tool-being
themselves. Harman calls this the "infinite regress" of being (Harman 2002: 259). The
bridge's tool-being consists of iron and carbon atoms, as well as plates and rivets, as
well its relationship to the larger networks of roads, travel, and commerce. Every object
is embedded into various contexts. It disappears into its context until it breaks away—
literally or metaphorically—and displays that it is an entity in its own right.
Bryant describes each object not by its qualities, but by its capacities, which are
manifested when the object comes into relations with other objects. (Bryant 2011: 68).
For example, Bryant's favorite coffee mug appears blue, but in different shades
depending on how it interacts with photons of light. He does not say that the mug is
blue; he say that it has the capacity to appear blue (or, more fancifully, he turns blue into
a verb and writes that “the mug blues”). The mug also maintains its shape because of
its relationship with the Earth (gravity, atmospheric pressure). Many of these conditions
are relatively stable, so we observe the object as a fixed entity. In fact, we only see one
“local manifestation” of the object's capacities.
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Bryant contends that “humans are no longer monarchs of being but are instead
among beings, entangled in beings, and implicated in other beings” (Bryant 2011: 40).
Object-oriented ontology does not dismiss or diminish humans' capacity for intentional
change. It simply celebrates the capacities for change in all objects. To these writers,
each object has an inner essence (“tool-being” for Harman, “vital materiality” for
Bennett, “capacities” for Bryant), but this essence is never fully revealed. For example,
the electric guitar has the capacity to play arena rock, but also has the capacity of quiet
practice sessions (when unplugged). The guitar is embedded in music, cultural
connotations, and commerce. Its essence is a confluence of all the possibilities and
relationships in which it is entangled.
Conclusion
These theoretical perspectives serve as a foundation for my exploration of
objects used in experimental music. I have presented these ideas without trying to
shoehorn them into my modes of practice, since the modes themselves are intertwined.
What the theories and practices have in common is an attitude of resistance against
artistic and social tradition.
Contemporary capitalism requires people to consume. As Baudrillard writes, the
media draws attention both to our insecurities and to the products that will alleviate
them. To alleviate insecurity, we must conform to one group or another, and there are a
range of products (clothing, for example), that are acceptable for each. 5 Similarly, we
have developed—or stabilized, to recall Adler—a set of objects that are acceptable in
art music. Traditional instruments like pianos, cellos, and trombones are the objects we
should buy if we want to make art music (just like guitars and drum sets are the objects
5

Hebdige 1979 and Miller 2010 offer great explorations of clothing as signifiers of class and
subcultures
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we should buy if we want to make rock music). In experimental music, composers buy
the "wrong" objects. The toy piano and the theremin, while professionally manufactured,
are too limited, too difficult to incorporate into the highly refined context of art music.
Performing with them resists tradition, yet plants seeds of new traditions around them.
Building also resists the desire and expectation to buy acceptable objects. It
resists the notion that the population of musical instruments will ever be stabilized or
completed. It also reflects the idea of human-object co-evolution. The limits of one
technology leads humans to make another, and the increasing efficiency of tools
extends the capabilities of humans. The ease with which we can now make things (and,
most importantly for this discussion, make music) shows that we do not have to remain
content with what already exists.
Breaking resists the idea that objects have revealed all their capacities. By
hacking objects, composers can avoid the lock-in of existing technologies and attempt
to know them inside and out. Breaking reveals the interdependence of objects. An
original object, the smaller objects applied to it, and the hacker who puts them together
all have significant roles in creating a new object. They are actants, mediating each
other. Objects built from scratch and objects that result from breaking both need to be
tested through use in music. They may eventually see acceptance and see traditions
built around them, even if they are initially deemed inappropriate.
Attali's final historical stage is called "Composing." Writing in 1977, Attali correctly
predicted the trends of remixing and appropriation common in music today. While
"political economy wants to believe, and make others believe, that it is only possible to
rearrange the organization of production" (Attali 1985: 134), composing shows that
there might be ways to create outside established methods and structures. Attali writes,
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"to compose is to take pleasure in the instruments, the tools of communication, in usetime and exchange-time as lived and no longer stockpiled" (Attali 1985: 135). New
music in the era of composing is “collective play,” rather than received tradition. A similar
concept is Bogost's (2012) practice of “Carpentry,” where people make projects,
assemblages, and artworks to uncover the interconnections and meanings of various
objects.
Unlike Adorno (1991), I do not find the veneration of tools to be detrimental to
music. It seems that he fears the veneration of musical tools will diminish the veneration
of composers. Like Attali and Bogost, I argue that objects are simply additional aspects
of music to celebrate. Experimental music privileges objects more than earlier art music,
but it does not discount human agency. It does, however, show that objects' agencies
have been important all along.
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CHAPTER 3
BUY
In this study, I use the term "buy" in reference to obtaining instruments for their
specific qualities. I do not necessarily mean an actual purchase; a composer may
request an instrument to which a performer already has access. The desire to include
an instrument in one's composition echoes the desire to include an object in one's
home. The practice of buying exhibits both social pressure and resistance. It includes
the desire to own oddities like the toy piano and theremin that resist tradition (and
ostensibly display individuality). It also displays the desire to fit into a group by using the
“correct” object for a genre. In either case, the composer wants to incorporate the object
into his work because of its inherent qualities. What is considered inherent is discovered
through music, and certain qualities may be emphasized or suppressed over time.
These qualities are not just musical, but also semiotic; instruments can connote genre,
history, class, and so on.
For example, the electric guitar has been used in art music both for its timbre as
well as its signification. Glenn Branca's “symphonies” feature orchestras of guitars and
focus on the thick textures and extreme volumes that the instruments can make (when
paired with amplification devices). Connotations of rock music are inevitable, even if
Branca emphasizes the unique sonic characteristics of these instruments. In contrast,
Steve Mackey's works for electric guitar and ensemble privilege the signification of
vernacular music within the art music context. Although he exploits the unique timbres
of the electric guitar, Mackey is mostly concerned with the incongruity of styles it
connotes.
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In this chapter I will discuss four instruments that are emblematic of the buying
mode of practice. The sonic characteristics and semiotic associations of these objects
are very important to the composers who use them. Beware that aspects of the building
and breaking modes will emerge, just as aspects of buying will emerge in later chapters.
The modes of practice are interrelated. What is important here is that composers take
these objects at face value and use their connotations as points of creative departure.
The objects under consideration in this chapter are primarily "outsider" objects,
reflective of the outsider status of experimental music. Taking a cue from Attali, these
outsider instruments create "noise" which disrupts the otherwise stable practice of art
music composition. Composers use the objects to critique existing practices
(demonstrating what is appropriate and not appropriate) and to satisfy their musical
curiosity.
The objects also exhibit characteristics of fetishization. As Behne relates, through
their unique facades (which in the case of instruments could mean visual design as well
as timbre), objects cause their user to stop and admire them. Because of their novelty in
art music contexts, these outsider objects cause the audience to focus on them, rather
than the music. They cause the "veneration of the tool" that Adorno warned about. But I
think the composers are more aligned with Benjamin, acknowledging that they identify
with their equipment but not discounting their own agency. The composers I mention in
this chapter show good compromises between their agency and the agency of their
objects.
Toy Piano
In the past few years several performers, including Phyllis Chen, Isabel
Ettenauer, Xenia Pestova, and Margaret Tan, and composer-performers Keith Kirchoff
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and David Smooke (to name just a few), have been extensively performing and
commissioning for the toy piano. The toy piano is shaped like a miniature piano, but the
interior hammers strike metal tines rather than strings. 1 It sounds and feels completely
different. The keys are smaller than those of a true piano. The hammer mechanism is
rudimentary, making it difficult to play with nuance. The poor intonation gives it an
unrefined and appropriately child-like character, completely at odds with the control and
sophistication expected in art music. Thus the novelty of the toy piano is primarily due to
its inappropriateness and its contrast with the carefully tuned, nuanced instruments
used in classical music.

Figure 3-1: Schoenhut toy piano (photo by the author)
However, the toy piano is more sophisticated than many toys. Schoenhut toy
pianos mimic both upright and grand piano styles. They are constructed of wood (with
plastic hammers and metal tines hidden inside), and embossed with the Schoenhut logo
in a Gothic typeface. They include full chromatic scales, while many toys feature
1

Schoenhut is the primary manufacturer of this instrument; the company makes many other toy
instruments, from drum sets to ukuleles
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diatonic or pentatonic scales. From outer appearances, a toy piano is truly a miniature
piano. It is a toy, but a highly sophisticated one, for sophisticated children.
When John Cage (1912-1992) wrote and performed his Suite for Toy Piano
(Cage 1948b), he may have had these factors in mind. The suite is a charming,
deceptively simple piece that uses modes and repetition to emphasize the childlike
character of the instrument. However, the piece includes performance factors such as
quintuplets that would be difficult for child performers. Through this piece, Cage
redefined the toy as a concert instrument. For an audience encountering a toy piano
performance for the first time, its novelty is an important factor for interpreting the work.
For performers and composers using the instrument, the connection to Cage and the
experimentalist tradition can be equally important. The toy piano gently mocks the stuffy
perfection of Western art music; the incongruity of its use in classical music is contained
in the object itself, outwardly sophisticated but inwardly flawed.
To demonstrate the practices of appropriation and redefinition, I will now turn to
several works by Austrian composer Karlheinz Essl (b. 1960). Essl has written nine
pieces involving the toy piano, each of which shows his increasing preoccupation with
the secondary, extraneous sounds and resonances of the instrument. Through his
works, Essl models the processes of appropriation, experimentation, and redefinition
performed with all instruments; he condenses these processes from a span of several
hundred years to less than a decade.
The first work, Kalimba (2005), features toy piano and fixed media. The fixed
media consists of toy piano recordings and is played through a small speaker hidden
inside the instrument. The performer begins by miming along with the fixed media,
creating the illusion that the instrument is making all the sounds. The material
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throughout Kalimba is primarily octatonic scalar patterns, sometimes synchronous with
the fixed media, but often not. The overall effect is a constant state of activity that
emphasizes the mechanical nature of the instrument but contradicts it diminutive
stature. In its most dense textures, Kalimba reveals the high amount of noise inherent in
each tone the instrument creates, differentiating it from its less noisy parent instrument.
When the fixed media plays pitch-shifted tones, they reveal aural similarities with other
metal instruments, like clock chimes and kalimbas (also known as “thumb pianos”).

Figure 3-2: Opening of Karlheinz Essl's Kalimba (Essl 2005).

Figure 3-3: Excerpt from Karlheinz Essl's whatever shall be (Essl 2010)
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In his 2010 composition whatever shall be, Essl uses live processing to highlight
the toy piano's role as a resonating chamber. He articulates resonance by tapping,
scratching, and rolling a dreidel inside the instrument. The processing primarily consists
of delays and reverberation; these processes keep sounds in the listener's memory
while the performer moves to a new section or playing technique. The acts of scraping
the wooden shell of the instrument and scraping the metal tines create a continuum of
noise and pitch. They also highlight the inherent noise of the normal performance
method.

Figure 3-4: Excerpt from Miles to go (Essl 2012)
Miles to go (2012), for four prepared toy pianos, continues Essl's exploration of
the noise-pitch continuum in toy pianos. Here, the quartet recreates the quick transitions
and complex textures that had previously been created by the computer. Thus, this
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piece sounds much like Essl's earlier pieces. It also shows the culmination of Essl's
work in defining and redefining the essence of the toy piano—an instrument with more
capabilities than initially appear.
Inside each toy piano, the metal bar to which the tines are mounted is unsecured.
It is positioned so that most of the plastic hammers hit the bar instead of the tines. The
low C hammer hits the wood at the back of the toy piano. Only the low D through low F#
hammers hit the tines. Thus, much of the work consists of unpitched metallic noises,
sounding more like a collection of old typewriters than toy pianos. Figure 3-4 shows the
transition from the opening section into the middle section. In the opening, the players
hit unpitched keys and change tempo independently, which creates a full, noisy texture.
Just before B, they finally coincide on a unison tempo. At B, the performers create a
thinner texture, taking turns playing metallic rolls, wooden scraping sounds, and pitched
tremolos.
Although it is impossible to determine why this object has suddenly seen more
interest in concert music, it is easy to see the significations that appeal to performers
and composers. Novelty and the signification of childhood are most apparent. Using
toys in classical music is not new; the famous Toy Symphony, attributed variously to
Haydn, Leopold Mozart, and others, uses several toys, such as a cuckoo and a ratchet
(Randel 2003: 901). In that piece, both the instruments and the simple musical style
signify childhood.
With the toy piano, a recursive signification occurs, since the toy itself actually
signifies adulthood. As Barthes writes in Mythologies, "all the toys one commonly sees
are essentially a microcosm of the adult world; they are all reduced copies of human
objects” (Barthes 1972: 53). Toys such as pianos, vehicles, and tea party sets serve a
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role in education; they prepare children for the adult world. Some toys, such as building
blocks, are abstract and encourage learning through imagination, improvisation, and
discovery. A toy piano encourages learning through imitation. The toy piano has the
same chromatic keyboard layout as its parent, and its keys are smaller in hopes that
small hands will eventually graduate to the “real thing.” But the music of Cage and Essl
cannot be played by children; their works require significant dexterity and musicality. In
their works, only the faintest wisps of childhood signification remain.
Theremin
Another cult instrument that has not quite been accepted into the art music
mainstream is the theremin. Invented in 1920 by its namesake Léon Theremin, this
instrument generates an electronic tone whose amplitude and frequency are controlled
by the proximity of the player's body (typically the hands) to two radio antennas. The
difficulty of the instrument and its alien interface (perhaps the first instrument a player
does not touch) prevented it from becoming widely adopted. Its notoriety came from its
use in science fiction film scores and from the talents of Clara Rockmore. Rockmore
performed existing repertoire on the theremin, such as Rachmaninoff's Vocalise and
Saint-Saens's “The Swan” from Carnival of the Animals. Initially trained as a violinist,
Rockmore brought a refined musicality to this new instrument. By performing existing
repertoire, she counteracted the stigma of electronic instruments as clinical and eerie
anomalies.
One of the earliest compositions for theremin is Percy Grainger's (1882-1961)
Free Music No. 1 (1936). Originally sketched for string quartet, Grainger arranged the
piece for four theremins with the intention of creating machines that would perform the
piece (Glinsky 2000: 252). Grainger writes,
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Too long has music been subject to the limitations of the human hand, and
subject to the interfering interpretations of a middle-man: the performer. A
composer wants to speak to his public direct. Machines (if properly constructed
and properly written for) are capable of niceties of emotional expression
impossible to a human performer. That is why I write my free music for theremins
—the most perfect tonal instruments I know. (in Foreman 1981: 169).
Grainger met with Theremin himself in 1937, and they planned to construct an
automatic theremin. Unfortunately, Theremin returned to Russia shortly thereafter and
Grainger was forced to suspend the project (Slattery 1974: 206). It was not until he met
Columbia University physics professor Burnett Cross in 1945 that Grainger could begin
to realize his Free Music ideas (Dorum 1986: 188; Glinsky 200: 252). The pair worked
throughout the 1950s on a series of Free Music Machines. Regardless of Grainger's
intentions for machine performance, the score for Free Music No. 1 demonstrates his
understanding of the theremin's essential qualities—continuous tones and flexible
intonation.

Figure 3-5: Moog Etherwave Theremin (photo by the author)
Grainger's original string quartet score uses traditional notation but asks the
performers to slide between every note. For his theremin arrangement, Grainger writes
continuous lines showing smooth glides of pitch and volume on graph paper (Grainger
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1986: 55-63). Figure 3-6 shows an excerpt from Grainger's score. The top section
denotes pitch. Grainger affixes chromatic pitch names to every second line, so the grid
displays quarter-tones. The pitch lines hover, never settling on an equal-tempered tone.
The bottom section of the score denotes the “sound strengths” (dynamics), displaying a
scale from ppp to fff on every fifth line. Thus Grainger shows five gradations in between
each dynamic level, giving the score more specificity than dynamic names allow.

Figure 3-6: Excerpt from Percy Grainger's Free Music No. 1 (Estate of Percy Aldridge
Grainger 2014).
The mountain-like figures represent quick pitch sweeps, which are the most
striking and expressive recurring element of the piece. This pitch sweep gesture
displays Grainger's understanding of one inherent dramatic characteristic of the
instrument. While string instruments can play glissandi, at some point they must change
bow direction (or even strings). The theremin never has to rearticulate; in fact, the
performer (whether human or Free Music Machine) must deliberately stop the note by
moving closer to the volume antenna. In his score, Grainger denotes rests by dipping
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the sound strength lines below ppp. Unlike acoustic instruments, the theremin does not
need to be articulated; once fed electricity, it is always “playing.” Grainger's pitch
sweeps immediately give the listener one of the defining aspects of the instrument—
flexible, continuous tones.
Lydia Kavina (b. 1967) is a contemporary thereminist (and Léon Theremin's
cousin, twice removed). She has performed Grainger's pieces (Free Music No. 1 & 2,
Beatless Music) and included them on her album Spellbound! (2000). Kavina has also
commissioned a number of works for theremin in combination with chamber ensembles
and electroacoustic music. Iraida Yusupova's (b. 1962) Kitezh-19 for theremin and fixed
media, which appears on Kavina's Touch! Don't Touch! album (2006), makes minimal
yet effective use of the theremin. The title refers to an invisible city from Russian myth.
For the fixed media, Yusupova combines unprocessed harp, string, and church bell
samples in ametric rhythms with pitch-shifted samples playing slow glissandi. The
Dorian mode harmony alternates between g minor and C7.
For the first seven minutes of this nine-minute work, the fixed media is the
foreground. The theremin contributes occasional high B-flats. These long tones fade in
and out, integrating well with the fixed media, but causing one to wonder why a
performer is necessary. At 7:38, the theremin finally begins playing a haunting
ascending melody. This melody makes use of the theremin tropes of glissandi and
vibrato. Kavina articulates some notes and slides into others. In the final crescendo, she
greatly increases her rate and width of vibrato. These inflections impart a vocal quality,
reminiscent of folk singing. The final high D is repeated, resembling Morse code.
Yusupova highlights the contradictions of the theremin, an instrument evocative of
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human imperfection and inflection, yet simultaneously a strange and mysterious
machine.
Braun (2009) writes that the theremin had a “confined popularity” since its
invention (aided by manufacturers like Bob Moog who continued to produce and
champion the instrument). There seemed to be an increasing interest in the
instrument at the turn of the 21st century with the founding of such groups as the New
York Theremin Society, Theremin World, and Ether Music Fest (Braun 2009: 139).
Braun describes the instrument's cachet as a result of its “retro” status; it exists between
the old and the new. It is difficult to play, has a limited timbre, and lacks standard playing
techniques, so it “did not match the aesthetic and social expectations of the 1920s or
the decades since” (Braun 2009: 140). The endurance of the theremin is partially due to
its simplicity. According to Ostertag, “the theremin was a conceptually complete
instrument that did not undergo a constant series of revisions, re-designs and
'upgrades'” (Ostertag 2002: 13).
Minimoog
When the average person imagines a synthesizer, they typically envision a
keyboard instrument capable of imitating sounds. Experimental musicians might have a
broader view of synthesizers, envisioning modules with knobs, lights, and patch cables.
The idea of the modular synthesizer and the practice of building a personalized system
will be addressed in Chapter 4. Here I will discuss a specific synthesizer, the Minimoog.
Released in 1970, the Minimoog is one of the earliest, and certainly most desirable,
keyboard-based portable synthesizers. According to Théberge, “for many, [the
Minimoog] defined the word 'synthesizer' throughout the decade of the '70s. Its 'warm,'
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rich analog sound continues to be the standard by which digital synthesizer sounds are
measured today.” (Théberge 1997: 53). Of the design, Jenkins writes,
The Minimoog has become perhaps the all-time classic analog synthesizer, both
for its sound . . . and for its logical design and layout. A comfortable performance
instrument, with its control panel sloping towards the player, the Minimoog was
pre-patched, needing no untidy cables, and more or less defined the logical
signal path for all the instruments that followed—oscillators and white noise
leading to a filter, through envelopes to an output amplifier (Jenkins 2007: 55-6).
The Minimoog's characteristic timbres are the result of some happy accidents
during the design phase, such as the unstable intonation of the oscillators and
overdriving of the filter. Both aspects of the circuitry cause distortions, making the
instrument sound thicker than one oscillator would alone. Other aspects of the
instrument that add to its sonic iconicity include the pitch wheel and “glide” (or
portamento) function, both of which allowed for pitch bending effects previously
unavailable to keyboardists.

Figure 3-7: Minimoog (Doryfour 2012)
Wendy Carlos's Switched-On Bach album and Keith Emerson's solo of Emerson
Lake & Palmer hit “Lucky Man” are widely credited with popularizing the Moog brand
(Chadabe 1997; Pinch & Trocco 2002; Manning 2004; Jenkins 2007; Holmes 2012).
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Among other pioneers was composer David Borden (b. 1938), who used a number of
Moog synthesizers with his group Mother Mallard's Portable Masterpiece Company.
Borden worked closely with Bob Moog; he recalls that Moog used him to “idiot proof the
equipment" (Oteri 2012).
Borden's Easter (1970) is composed for two Minimoogs and a tape featuring
materials from Moog modular synthesizers. The piece begins with pulsing filtered noises
on the tape, which the Minimoog players join and imitate. Borden's score later calls for
the players to repeat scalar fragments ad libitum, similar to Terry Riley's In C. Timbrally,
the score is not as loose as In C. Borden requests specific timbres, such as "two
oscillators in octaves and one modulation" and "sawtooths - low pass." The piece
concludes with two lengthy "free solos" for each player. While the tape part—made with
Moog modular synthesizers—exhibits a mechanistic minimalism, the live Minimoog
parts feature improvisations inspired by jazz and rock. The Minimoog's limited timbral
capacities and familiar keyboard interface made it easier for Borden and his performers
to understand. Thus it may have inspired their pop-oriented approach to the closing
solos.
Not only did the Minimoog set the precedent for portable, keyboard-based
synthesizers, it also set the precedent that synthesizers exhibit identifiable sonic
characteristics. It is deliberately limited, unlike a modular synthesizer. In this way, the
Minimoog is more related to iconic keyboards such as the Hammond B-3 electric organ
and Fender Rhodes electric piano. Later synthesizers like the Sequential Circuits
Prophet-5 and Yamaha DX7 similarly became known for specific timbres. Now these
timbres, such as the Minimoog's bass and the DX7's faux electric piano, have become
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strong sonic signifiers of the eras in which they were introduced (the early 1970s and
1980s respectively).
According to Bailey, “tech-nostalgia” is a phenomenon of “nostalgia for a certain
point on the brief timeline of the machine age” (Bailey 2012: 362). He writes, “as
electronic music became more explicitly post-human and futuristic after the 1970s,
commercial music technologies became even blander and utilitarian as objects” (Bailey
2012: 366). The use of earlier electronic music technologies like analog synthesizers
recovers the excitement of progress that was important to modernism and futurism. At
the same time, Bailey cautions that this use of “retro” instruments might simply be a
style statement on the part of younger musicians. He compares the analog revival to
cassette culture, whose practitioners release their music exclusively on the obsolete
media of cassette tapes. To Bailey, cassette culture derives its sense of authenticity
from an “inverted sonic snobbery,” where the inferior technology of cassettes is
considered more realistic by its practitioners even if it is considered outdated and
inferior by the mainstream.
Similarly, Reynolds's Retromania (2011) examines pop culture's current
obsession with “retro” and vintage artifacts. Reynolds writes that “earlier eras had their
own obsessions with antiquity . . . but there has never been a society in human history
so obsessed with the cultural artifacts of its own immediate past” (Reynolds 2011: xiii).
For Reynolds, the term “retro” involves the following components: living memory, exact
recall (documentation), artifacts of pop culture, and a sense of amusement and charm
instead of sentimentality. In the saturated world of Amazon, eBay, and YouTube, where
so many recordings and objects are available, it is easy to graze on outdated styles and
technologies. The cultural perspective of Retromania considers artifacts from any time
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to be available for consumption. It does not share the idea that old objects become
permanently passé, only temporarily so. Artifacts like theremins and synthesizers come
back in vogue, no longer seen as obsolete but as living representatives of previous
eras.
Laptop
Unlike the two previous instruments, the laptop computer does not represent a
time in the past. The laptop computer is primarily a tool for production, but it is also a
tool for performance in both popular and experimental music. The laptop allows a soloist
to become an entire ensemble. It can project many timbres at once, exhibit precise
timing and intonation, and create complex textures. Important innovators of the laptop
as a performance instrument include Taylor Deupree, Christian Fennesz, Ikue Mori, and
Carl Stone. These artists come from a tradition of electronics and computers going back
(at least) to the computer music ensemble The Hub, who were active in the late 1980s
(Weidenbaum 2006). To explore the use of laptops as instruments, let us compare two
pieces, one for laptop orchestra and one for laptop soloist.
CliX (2006) by Ge Wang has become somewhat of a laptop orchestra “classic.” 2
Wang's program notes state:
In this piece, human operators type to make sounds, while their machines
synthesize, synchronize, and spatialize the audio. Every key on the computer
keyboard (upper/lower-case letters, numbers, symbols) is mapped to a distinct
pitch (using the key's ASCII representation) and when pressed, emits a clicking
sound that is synchronized in time to a common pulse. A (human) conductor
coordinates frequency range, texture, movement, and timing (Wang 2013).
Notably, this piece is based on the act of typing. Audiences encountering a group of
people holding laptops would expect as much. Yet in CliX the actions also resemble the
2

It has been performed by, among others, Princeton Laptop Orchestra (PLOrk), Laptop Orchestra of
Louisiana (LOL), Cincinatti Conservatory Laptop Orchestra (CiCLOP), Kunst Uni Graz Laptop
Orchestra (KuLorK) and Manchester Metropolitan University Laptop Ensemble (MMUle).
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performance of keyboard instruments. An audience might also expect to see moving
and clicking on the trackpad, but those actions would be more hidden and ambiguous.
CliX demonstrates the capacity of the laptop to improve human performance. The
overall character of the piece is reminiscent of minimalist percussion pieces like Steve
Reich's Drumming. Laptops allow a range of frequencies that would require an
overwhelming number of separate drums. When networked together, the laptops also
quantize the performers' keystrokes to perfect synchronicity. In both of these respects,
laptops extend the human players in the McLuhanian sense; the laptops make the
players more precise and facilitate a broader range of expression.
The seventh piece in Joo Won Park's (b. 1980) 100 Strange Sounds project
employs a Dell laptop and a telephone pickup that converts the laptop's electromagnetic
signals into sound (Park 2013a). Instead of generating sounds digitally, Park uses the
internal noises of the computer as the initial signal, which he processes on a second
laptop. In the opening of the piece, the second laptop plays synthesized tones and uses
the Dell's signal as an amplitude envelope generator. Around 4:00, Park allows the
Dell's noises to emerge. To perform the piece, Park moves the telephone pickup around
the Dell to find points of resonance—not acoustic, but electromechanical resonance
(Park 2013b). In the process, Park reveals that the laptop is a complex machine that
makes musically useful extraneous noise.
Park's use of the laptop exemplifies the individuality that is at the heart of the
object. The purpose of a laptop is portability, making it even more personal than a
stationary desktop personal computer. The wealth of software options and their
modularity allows an individual to perform a number of different functions with this object
in combinations tailored to his tastes. This is what makes the fad of laptop orchestras so
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strange; what should be a personalized object is turned into a representation of
conformity. The uniformity of laptops is part of the visual fabric of LOrks, whether
intended or not, especially since many (with a few notable exceptions such as Virginia
Tech's Linux Laptop Orchestra) use Macintosh laptops exclusively. The austere and
modernist design of MacBookPro laptops masks what Baudrillard calls a “vague and
limitless functionality” (Baudrillard 2005: 123). These ensembles limit that functionality
and limit each member's individuality by standardizing both their software and hardware.
Conclusion
The instruments examined in this chapter are obtained for specific sonic
characteristics and semiotic associations. The toy piano signifies childhood, bourgeois
education, and the experimental tradition through its delicate timbre, its approximate
intonation, and its physical mimicry of a professional instrument. The sounds and
performance interfaces of the theremin and Minimoog remain icons of past eras, while
retaining (or, for some enthusiasts, reviving) the spirits of modernism and futurism. The
laptop computer is both a sonic blank slate and a signifier of modernity and portability;
paradoxically, it can be a signifier of both individuality and conformity.
Over the past centuries, accumulated knowledge of available instruments has led
composers to a heightened specificity in orchestration. Composers have developed
well-defined roles for instruments, such as the pastoral melody cliché of the oboe. If the
process of developing instruments and roles (i.e. orchestration) is complete, as Adler
proposes, then the instruments included in this chapter will always remain outsiders. We
can see clearly that this process is not one that requires completeness or stabilization.
Even if certain instruments are not adopted into established contexts like the orchestra,
they are adopted elsewhere. Composers develop new traditions and genres around
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them. The instruments then become the appropriate and desirable objects to buy in
these new traditions.
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CHAPTER 4
BUILD
The 20th century is full of musical inventions, from Thaddeus Cahill's
Telharmonium (1902) to Max Mathews's Radio Baton (1980) and beyond. The great
man inventor trope, as Théberge (1997: 6) calls it, mythologizes these instruments and
proposes that they were invented out of creative necessity. For example, Grainger
developed his Free Music instruments (mentioned in Chapter 3) because he wanted to
escape the confines of Western scales, rhythms, and performer fallibility. Objects are
constantly redefined through use, “tested in action, by action,” as Kelly says (Kelly 2010:
254). The first composition for a musical instrument provides the initial definition of what
the instrument can do. The composition tests whether or not the instrument solves a
musical problem.
While instruments that are bought (used intact) gain value through their
signification, newly built instruments return to Marx's concept of labor value. Each
instrument gains value because of the physical work and mental ingenuity needed to
create it. In some circles, such as the New Instruments for Musical Expression (NIME)
conference, the fact that an object has been invented at all is considered a sign of
progress. Perhaps more than a musical need, the invention of instruments comes from
a desire for a deeper engagement with the tools that produce music. The practice of
building instruments reflects Attali's (1985) idea of a “Composing” stage in history. In this
stage, people take pleasure in the tools of communication, such as musical instruments,
rather than the creation of artworks alone.
Like the objects in Chapter 3, the objects in this chapter are used by composers
to define themselves as experimentalists and outsiders. Compared to the buying mode
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of practice, the building mode shows an even greater sense of individualism. In their
instruments and sound sculptures, Harry Partch and Mark Applebaum illustrate a desire
to make idiosyncratic, one-of-a-kind objects that showcase their personalities and
musical goals. In other cases, like the Atari Punk Console, the individualism rings false.
The APC is an easily constructed object that has been reproduced by numerous people.
While the "local manifestation"1 of the APC is a personal project, it situates the builder
within a collective of like-minded musicians. The Arduino 2 enables musicians to more
easily create personalized instruments and controllers, yet a substantial part of its
popularity stems from its use in university courses and community workshops.
This democratization of tools exemplified by the Arduino allows musicians to
resist lock-in—Lanier's concept that existing technology enforces certain ways of
working. Composers do not have to rely on established instruments; in fact, the
experimental music community encourages the development of new instruments. Here
again, the danger in experimental music is to emphasize the novelty of the objects at
the expense of the music they create. As with Chapter 3, I have chosen to highlight
composers who display good uses of object-oriented compositions. Like Karlheinz
Essl's toy pianos, Mark Applebaum and Tristan Perich's instruments are redefined
through several compositions. At this reduced scale, the composers reflect the concepts
of human-technology co-evolution from Mumford McLuhan, and Kelly. The composers
make an instrument, then adapt their compositional and performance practices around
the affordances and limitations of the instrument.

1
2

Levi Bryant's term for the form an object takes when in relation with surrounding objects (Bryant 2011)
The Arduino is a microcontroller and programming language, which will be discussed later in this
chapter, pp. 68-70.
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Acoustic instruments
Harry Partch's Instrumentarium
Seeking to escape standard equal temperament, American composer Harry
Partch (1901-1974) designed numerous instruments based on a unique tuning system
featuring 43 pitches per octave. Producing the music Partch imagined is theoretically
possible on many standard instruments but extraordinarily difficult. For example, on
percussion instruments like the marimba, deviations from equal temperament are
impossible without severe, often irreversible modifications. Partch created new
instruments for the express purpose of realizing music in this unique tuning system
(Morgan 1991: 302-6).
Some of Partch's instruments include the Kithara II, a large stringed instrument
which the player plucks and changes pitches by moving glass rod bridges. Partch's
Cloud Chamber Bowls are a set of suspended glass carboys (used in radiation
experiments), which sound like tubular bells. The Bass Marimba and the Diamond
Marimba are wooden instruments played with mallets, just like their namesakes. The
Diamond Marimba is arranged in its eponymous shape. The Bass Marimba is arranged
linearly and requires two players due to its size.3
When bestowed with Greek and Latin names like Kithara and Quadrangularis
Reversum, the instruments demonstrate their debt to instruments from antiquity.
Partch's unique tuning system gives them both exotic and arcane qualities. Visually,
many of the instruments exhibit Asian and African influences, as seen in Figure 4-1.

3

A great source for understanding Partch's instruments is the Musical Mavericks page on American
Public Media <http://musicmavericks.publicradio.org/features/feature_partch.html>. It contains a series
of flash programs that allow one to 'play' the instruments with the mouse or QWERTY keyboard.
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Partch's instruments never become too alien but instead appear to be instruments
recovered from a long-lost Earth culture.

Figure 4-1: Harry Partch's Quadrangularis Reversum (Tisue, S. 2008)
Mark Applebaum's Sound Sculptures
Inspired by the work Partch and others, Mark Applebaum (b. 1967) has made
several wild and whimsical sound sculptures for use in musical performance. Among
them are the Mousetrap, the Mini-Mouse, the Midi-Mouse (with a purposefully nonfunctional MIDI jack), and the Mouseketier. Applebaum maintains a similar aesthetic in
each sculpture through his use of found objects as construction materials. The
sculptures can be played as acoustic instruments, but Applebaum includes contact
microphones and buttons that allow the performer to add computer processing
(Applebaum 2006).
“Trans-idiomatic improvisation” forms a substantial aspect of Applebaum's
performance practice, and these contraptions serve as a means to keep many timbres
easily accessible. Applebaum's bricolage4 approach may reflect the buying and breaking
modes, but his act of building gives the sculptures unique personalities. They are
4

From the French for “tinker,” meaning to use the materials at hand
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composed of many small elements. The fixity of these elements allows (or encourages)
a way of playing; each sculpture ceases to be a collection of smaller instruments and
becomes an instrument in its own right.

Figure 4-2: Mark Applebaum's Mouseketier (Applebaum 2013).
The sculptures display Harman's (2002) concepts of “tool-being” and “infinite
regress.” As explained in Chapter 2, each object has tool-being, or essence, that
encompasses all its capacities and its relationships with other objects. Infinite regress
refers to the fact that each component of an object has its own tool-being, as well. The
nails and combs of the Mouseketier have roles in other contexts (construction and
grooming) but also have roles as sound sources within the context of this sound
sculpture. Their tool-being combines these roles.
Applebaum considers these objects visual art as well as musical instruments.
The sculptures are very colorful; for example, the Mouseketier features pink and baby
blue with splashes of yellow. This color scheme, combined with the parallel aluminum
rods, evokes the styling of mid-century automobiles and diners. The copper tubing and
overall layout resembles a science fiction B-movie set. Thus this wild instrument
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maintains a retro-futurist aura (like the theremin and Minimoog of Chapter 3). Different
paint schemes and materials might evoke other eras. For example, if Applebaum had
focused on dark-stained wood and brass, he might evoke the Victorian era, a common
goal for fans of an aesthetic known as “steampunk.”
Perhaps the composer-builder can sum up his aesthetic better than I:
The prestige and cachet that might be associated with rarefied materials and
arcane craftsmanship elude these instruments. Instead their legitimacy comes
from the rich and musically efficacious world that they stimulate despite their
modest ontology. Within the context of an endlessly escalating race toward
smaller chips and higher bit depths, these sound-sculptures remind us that
technology also includes the familiar and the prosaic (Applebaum 2006).
Applebaum's compositions with these instruments reflect the dichotomies expressed
above. His earliest composition for sculpture soloist, Zero-One (1990), originally had a
fully determinate score. Finding traditional notation too constricting, Applebaum rewrote
the score as a series of "cartouches" that show a top-down view of the Mousetrap with
looser performance instructions. In later pieces (such as Martian Anthropology 1•2•3,
Agitprop, The Blue Cloak, and Magnetic North), Applebaum contrasts an improvising
soloist with supporting ensembles who perform carefully notated music.
Most of Magnetic North (2006) alternates between a Mouseketier soloist and a
brass quintet. The brass materials are clearly informed by the types of sounds produced
with the Mouseketier. As shown in Figure 4-3, the Mouseketier player is provided
pictographs meant to inspire improvisation, while the brass quintet is provided detailed
notation. The brass players are instructed to play numerous extended techniques, such
as jazz articulations (shakes and spills), vocal sounds (coughs and tongue clicks),
removing and tapping mouthpieces, etc. During the longer Mouseketier cadenzas, the
brass players perform what Applebaum calls “dadaist rituals,” such as tearing and
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crumpling aluminum foil, stapling a paper bag, and tapping on bottles with chopsticks.
For its part, the Mouseketier provides delicate metallic plinks, bending plucked strings,
and gong-like metallic attacks; these sounds are combined with digital delays,
reverberation, and synthesized tones processed by a computer.

Figure 4-3: Excerpt from Mark Applebaum's Magnetic North (Applebaum 2013)
The sonic character of Applebaum's acoustic writing retains the same whimsical
quality that he invokes (aurally and visually) with his sound sculptures. The eclecticism
of timbres, the short gestures, and the tremendous energy of his works reflect on one
hand his high modernist training while on the other a satirical and postmodern take on
music—one part Ferneyhough, one part Spike Jones. But what ultimately drives
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Applebaum's building and performance of sound sculptures is “the pursuit of a new
ergonomic/haptic/corporeal experience.” He writes, “I design instruments that ‘feel’
musical. Or more accurately: I make instruments that engender idiosyncratic physical
(and thus sonic) responses” (Applebaum 2006). Once constructed, he allows the
sculptures to become mediators of his composition and improvisations; he makes
instruments that make him do things.
Other Sculpture Composers
Applebaum is far from alone in his practice of creating sound sculptures. R.
Murray Schafer (b. 1933) constructed several out of discarded equipment at his farm in
Ontario, although a performance of these sculptures consisted mainly of setting the
objects—suspended by ropes from the barn's rafters—into motion (Schafer 1980). Paul
Dresher (b. 1951), with the help of designer Daniel Schmidt, has created large scale
instruments inspired by “human-scale” counterparts, such as the Hurdy Grande (an 11foot long hurdy-gurdy), PVC-pipe “saxophones,” and numerous percussion and string
contraptions. These have been used in his theatrical works Sound Stage and Schick
Machine (Dresher n.d.). Lisa R. Coons (b. 1979) makes sound sculptures from salvaged
metal, which take forms reminiscent of plants and insects (Coons n.d.).
Paul Stapleton (b. 1979) has performed extensively with custom sound
sculptures he designed with designer/metal-worker Neil Fawcett. Their first was the
Modular Sound Sculpture (MiSS), a large set of interconnecting metal boxes to which
custom metal instruments can be attached. A more recent project is the Bonsai Sound
Sculpture (BoSS), pictured in Figure 4-4. Both sculptures evolved from artistic and
pragmatic concerns. Stapleton began improvising with found objects, but wanted to
develop a relationship with an instrument rather than discovering new objects for each
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performance. He created the Bonsai Sound Sculpture in order to travel and perform
more extensively (Stapleton 2013).

Figure 4-4: Stapleton performing his Bonsai Sound Sculpture (BoSS) (Stapleton 2013).
Like Partch's instruments, parts of Stapleton's sculptures abstractly resemble
existing instruments, such as harps and bowed string instruments. Like Applebaum's
instruments, they are collages of disparate elements, such as the bells, strings, kalimba,
and turntable of the Bonsai Sound Sculpture. As he continues to perform, Stapleton
develops a practice around the instruments. By continuing to use these elements in
stable combinations, Stapleton gradually discovers more of the ways the elements work
together, leading him closer to discovering the tool-being of the sculptures.
Electronic Instruments
Building sound sculptures is nowhere near as widespread as the practice of
homemade electronics. Applebaum's and Stapleton's instruments exhibit some use of
electricity, but they are largely acoustic instruments in the vein of Partch. Their heavy
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materials of metal and wood recall Mumford's eotechnic and paleotechnic phases of
technology. The instruments in this section reflect Mumford's neotechnic phase, which
emphasizes electricity and lightness. The scales of the following objects are much more
compact, reflective of electronic components' capacities to be simultaneously small and
powerful.
Pianist and composer David Tudor (1926-1996) was an early practitioner of
homemade small electronics. Tudor favored making small circuits that could be
combined in various ways, rather than purchasing commercial synthesizers. He created
systems in which the production and manipulation of sound was based on solely
amplifiers within the equipment (Adams & Gray 2004). His most well-known piece using
this practice is Rainforest IV, an installation in which transducers and contact
microphones are attached to various objects, activating and amplifying the objects'
unique resonances. Tudor's explorations demonstrate a reflexive interplay between
musician and object. He writes, “I try to find out what's there—not to make it do what I
want, but to release what's there. The object should teach you what it wants you to
hear” (quoted in Collins 2009b: 48).
Atari Punk Console
The Atari Punk Console (APC) is a simple, inexpensive circuit that is a popular
first project for electronic hardware enthusiasts. It consists of two 555 integrated circuit
chips5 and a few switches, potentiometers, resistors, and capacitors. Its sound is also
simple: square waves created by the high-frequency switching of the timer chips. It can
be powered by a 9-volt battery, and the entire circuit (including the battery and a small
speaker) can fit inside an Altoids mint tin (as shown in Figure 4-5). Most performances
5

Or one 556 chip, which bundles two 555 chips together
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with the APC occur in free improvisation contexts; in Chapter 6 I will describe how I
composed for it in the work 555.

Figure 4-5: Atari Punk Console in Altoids tin (photo by the author)
The name “Atari Punk Console” lends this noisemaker airs of danger and
mystery. Its inventor, Forest M. Mims III, simply called it a “stepped tone generator.” The
electronic music group Kaustic Machines dubbed it the “Atari Punk Console” because
its 8-bit tones resembled the music produced by the Atari 2600 game console (Mims
n.d.). Let us consider how each part of the name adds to the mythology of this little
circuit.
Atari, an early producer of video games, was eventually outperformed by other
companies like Nintendo. While the Atari brand still exists (having gone through several
changes of ownership), it failed to create successful products after the early 1980s.
Some of its competitors have managed to transcend this narrow period, but Atari seems
stuck in time. It has come to represent a certain era and level of programming
sophistication.
Exhaustive explorations of the term “punk” are well beyond the scope of this
study. Essentially, punk represents a working-class, disruptive, individualistic attitude
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that originated in the 1970s punk rock genre. The APC embodies the three elements
listed above; it is affordable for the working class, it produces raw and often
“unpleasant” sounds (echoing Attali's characterization of noise as disruption), and it
asserts individuality through its accessible entry-level design.
As a console, it is a small, self-contained unit that provides a tactile surface for
manipulating sounds. The instrument has a wide frequency range, from pulses (i.e.
below 20Hz) to piercing high tones. Changing the duty cycle (in layman's terms, the
percentage of time the square wave is “on” during a cycle), filters the timbre. When set
close to where the pitch “steps” (the APC does not play all frequencies), the tone
sputters and exhibits a grainy texture. Thus, there are a variety of nuances available in
this simple, monophonic instrument.6
Tristan Perich's 1-Bit Symphony
Microchips can be far more complex than the 555 timer chips in the Atari Punk
Console. Tristan Perich (b. 1982) has programmed entire albums onto single chips in
his works 1-Bit Music and 1-Bit Symphony (Perich 2014). Presented in jewel cases,
Perich replaces compact discs with sound generating circuits. As shown in Figure 4-6,
the circuit includes (left to right) a battery, an on/off slider switch, an Atmel chip, a
contact button for selecting the next movement, a potentiometer for volume adjustment,
and an 1/8-inch audio jack. Unlike most of the objects considered in this dissertation, 1Bit Symphony is a self-contained object rather than an instrument to be used in creating
music.7

6

7

For a more technical explanation of the APC, I recommend this page:
http://www.notesandvolts.com/2011/12/atari-punk-console-how-it-works.html
Perich has also composed a series of works combining 1-bit electronics with classical instruments.
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Figure 4-6: Perich's 1-Bit Symphony (photo by the author)
At first glance, Perich's project might be grouped with a practice called
“chiptunes.” Chiptune musicians embrace the low fidelity of 8-bit synthesis
characterized by video game music of the 1980s (Driscoll & Diaz 2009). They program
pop music on hardware platforms like the Nintendo Game Boy with software like Little
Sound DJ (Little Sound DJ n.d.). Perich's Symphony exhibits a broader scope than most
chiptunes. More importantly, Perich programs at a deeper level than chiptune
musicians, using assembly language rather than with software (Lo 2012). In assembly
language, every action of the machine must be precisely prescribed. Where musicians
like Bit Shifter (Bit Shifter 2013) are concerned with the act of appropriating the Game
Boy, Perich is concerned with the act of programming. Perich builds his project from the
smallest elements—a chip and its code.8
Musically speaking, 1-Bit Symphony is relatively simple. Movement 1 maintains a
constant 140 bpm pulse and dm7 sonority throughout. Perich creates form by
juxtaposing the thematic materials shown in Figure 4-7. The noisy and harsh “1-bit”
8

In his liner notes to 1-Bit Symphony, Perich includes the full code for the work.
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aesthetic is palpable from the opening. The square-wave timbres and regular pulsation
give a machine-like quality of the music. Similar to my interpretation of Berio in Chapter
1, the most important moment of this movement is the “breakdown.” We may recall from
Heidegger that an object reveals itself in the moment of its breakdown; Perich mimics
this concept by programming false glitches in bars 143-158 (4:03-4:20). The glitches
suddenly take the listener out of the musical experience. The listener asks: why is the
audio cutting out? Is it my headphones? Is the battery dying? With these glitches,
Perich reminds the listener of digital technology's fragility.

Figure 4-7: Materials from Perich's 1-Bit Symphony
This fragility is reflected in the physical presentation of 1-Bit Symphony.
Commercial digital devices conceal their components. 1-Bit Symphony lays them bare.
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Perich does not use a robust circuit board for his components. Instead, he solders
components together with loose wires and glues them to the jewel case. They could fall
apart at any moment. Fragility adds more charm to an object that initially appears massproduced.
Arduino
Perich's dedication to low-level code is admirable, but such dedication is
daunting for many musicians. Open platforms like the Arduino microcontroller make the
creation of new electronic projects much easier. The Arduino (developed in 2005 by
Massimo Banzi, et al.) is a circuit board featuring analog and digital inputs and outputs
centered around a microprocessor that runs the Arduino programming language
(Arduino 2014). The Arduino is usually hidden deep within the projects that it
coordinates. It can interface with external software and accept input from various types
of sensors. Its malleability makes it an effective conceptual bridge between the
simplicity of the APC and the complexity of modular synthesizers.

Figure 4-8: Arduino Pro Mini (left), used in the author's Tether. Arduino Mega on right.
(photo by the author)
For an example of the Arduino in action, I will briefly describe my project Tether
(2011-13), made with artist Josh Cajinarobleto. Tether is driven by an Arduino Pro Mini,
the smallest version of the Arduino. It replaces the Arduino Mega we used in the original
incarnations of the project (see Figure 4-8 for comparison). In Tether, two performers
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wear plastic enclosures at their chests, each of which contains electronic components
and a spool of thin rope. The ropes from each enclosure are tied together, so the
players are connected during the performance. The electronics of Tether are simple.
The Arduino receives data from an accelerometer and a rotary encoder. The
accelerometer senses which way the performers' bodies are tilted. The rotary encoder
counts how many turns the spool of rope has made in either direction. The Arduino
outputs square wave tones that articulate this data. As the performers move apart, the
ropes unspool and the Arduino slows the tempo. When the performers turn on one axis
(e.g. bend left or right), the tone durations become longer or shorter. When they bend
on the other axis (e.g. forward or backward), the frequency of the tones increases or
decreases.
What is most important about the Arduino is not its capabilities but the community
it has spawned. Arduino users have published many articles and tutorials to help
beginners. The BeagleBoard and Raspberry Pi, which are small Linux-based
computers, are also gaining notoriety as electronic project platforms. All three platforms
are open source,9 so they encourage experimentation and sharing. There are no
essential or classic Arduino projects (yet), but that is part of the point. Process and
community spirit are often more important to Arduino users than final results.
Modular Synthesizers
Similar communities center around modular synthesizers. A modular synthesizer
is an array of electronic modules that can be linked together to create and manipulate
sounds. While similar sounds can be produced on a computer, a number of enthusiasts
gravitate toward making synthetic music with hardware. There are various reasons for
9

“Open source” means that the source code is freely available and anyone may make modifications to
it.
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this. Hardware provides a tactile surface. It is less abstract than computer music
software. It invites an intuitive approach to composition. It is variable, but not to the
extent of computers, making it arguably easier to learn basics. Also, it may fulfill a sense
of “tech-nostalgia,” as discussed in Chapter 3.

Figure 4-9: Serge modular synthesizer (GeschnittenBrot 2011)
Unlike most of the objects in this chapter, a modular synthesizer is not typically
built as one distinct entity, but assembled over time as its builder obtains new modules.
Synthesizer modules are generally sourced from individuals and boutique
manufacturers rather than mainstream retailers like Guitar Center. Although individual
modules are sought for certain characteristics (such as close approximation of “classic”
filters), they do not exhibit such fetishistic attachment as self-contained synthesizers like
the Minimoog. The focus for many modular synthesizer enthusiasts is the process of
building the collection itself. As Baudrillard writes, the most important piece of a
collection is the missing one (Baudrillard 2005: 92). Benjamin considers the value of
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each individual piece to come from its place in the collection, its history, and the difficulty
of acquiring it (Benjamin 2007: 59). A modular synthesizer is never complete.
Leila Bordreuil's work Verticales (2013) melds the Serge modular synthesizer10
with a full orchestra. Bordreuil worked closely with synthesizer performer Daniel Fishkin
to develop a vocabulary for sounds and patterns, such as "pink noise bubble bath"
(Bordreuil 2014). The synthesizer is not added for support like those reinforcing the
clarinets in John Adams's Short Ride in a Fast Machine (1986), nor extending the
percussion section like the electronic beats in the works of Mason Bates. Here, the
orchestral writing clearly follows the synthesizer. The Serge part primarily uses
subtractive synthesis on noise sources. Bordreuil mimics this with air noises in the
winds, snare and ocean drums, and crumpling plastic bags. Late in the piece, brief solo
passages in the clarinets and cello mimic the imprecise and wide-ranging melodies of
oscillators performed with potentiometers. For Bordreuil, the Serge proves itself to be a
powerful catalyst for her creative ideas.
In Morton Subotnick's (b. 1933) work Silver Apples of the Moon (1968), one can
hear the eclectic range of timbres and textures that modular synthesizers allow.
Subotnick contrasts sections of sparse chirping sounds with sections of static dissonant
noises, sections of driving rhythms, etc. In contrast, David Borden's Easter (1970),
discussed in Chapter 3, retains a constant pulse and a static tonal center throughout its
twenty-minute duration. The choice of instrument reflects the approach of each
composer. Subotnick uses a Buchla 100, which has modules that can be interconnected
in various ways, controlled by touch-sensitive plates instead of a keyboard. Borden uses
a Minimoog, which was purposefully limited to make it more accessible to performers.
10

A type of modular synthesizer originally developed by Serge Tcherepnin in 1974.
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Subotnick's piece celebrates the Buchla's flexibility, while Borden's piece celebrates the
Minimoog's clear sonic identity.
Conclusion
The processes of inventing new instruments and stabilizing instrumental
resources are far from over. In contrast to the great man inventor trope so common in
our historical accounts, the composers discussed in this chapter create objects without
any expectation of wide adoption by others. They do, however, reuse and experiment
with instruments in different works. These instruments become an important part of the
composer's practice. They might be used as the sole instrumentation of numerous
pieces, like Partch's instruments, or might be put in new instrumental contexts, like
Applebaum's sculptures and Perich's 1-bit backing tracks. Or they might be used in
constantly shifting improvisation contexts, such as Stapleton's sculptures or modular
synthesizers.
The Atari Punk Console and Arduino exemplify an attitude focused on community
and process rather than end results. They are popular not only because of a lo-fi
aesthetic, but because they are accessible. They are projects that seem feasible for a
beginner. A broad base of people creating objects together is something to be
celebrated, but their practice needs to go to the next level—compositions that test,
define, and redefine these instruments.
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CHAPTER 5
BREAK
In Chapter 3, I proposed the idea of "buying," which denotes the appropriation of
musical objects for their sonic or semiotic properties. These objects are transported to
new contexts but remain physically unchanged. In Chapter 4 I proposed the idea of
"building" to represent the construction of new instruments. The first performance with
the instrument serves as the first attempt to define its properties. In this chapter, I will
address the concept of "breaking." Breaking involves modifications to instruments that
reveal new capacities.
As in Chapters 3 and 4, experimental composers distinguish themselves from
traditional composers through their use of objects. In this chapter, I address
modifications of a traditional instrument (the piano) as well as modifications of outsider
objects that become musical instruments (Speak & Spell and CD player). All three
“broken” objects remain outsiders, not fully accepted as legitimate musical instruments.
Through breaking the objects, composers can critique them. For example, they can
demonstrate the timbral limitations of the piano or the inherent defects (and creative
potential) of the playback medium of compact disc players.
Like the act of building, the act of breaking ties into ideas from Lanier and
Rushkoff. Breaking resists the “lock-in” of objects' functionalities and shows that
musicians need not be “programmed” by these established functions. Of the three
modes of practice, breaking also demonstrates the closest connection to object-oriented
ontology. It is the most equal and reflexive relationship we have yet seen in this study. A
musician is attracted to a certain object and "helps" the object by revealing new
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capabilities. These capabilities ignite the musician's imagination and drive him to create
new types of music.
As Wark writes, “hackers create the possibility of new things entering the world”
(Wark 2004: 004). Instruments evolve through hacks, which improve the accuracy of
intonation, increase the pitch range, allow for louder volume, etc. Sometimes they
become new instruments. For example, a cornet is a modified version of a bugle (via
the addition of piston valves) that has become a stable object in its own right. Like the
process of building in Chapter 4, the process of hacking is arguably more important to
experimental composers than the finished object. Composers do not want a preprepared piano; they want the experience of preparing a piano. By breaking, the
composer gains a greater understanding of the object and a deeper relationship with it.
He is inspired by what the instrument can do, yet enables it to do even more.
Prepared Piano
First devised by John Cage (though Henry Cowell preceded him in the act of
playing inside the piano), the prepared piano is created by placing objects on and
between a piano's strings. These objects create inharmonic partials on the strings,
resulting in percussive and gong-like timbres. Cage invented the practice to expand the
timbral palette of the piano in his works for dance. Since then, the idea has become an
icon of experimental composers' search for new sounds in standard instruments.
In the score to Sonatas and Interludes (1948a), Cage includes a detailed chart
for preparing the piano. He prescribes up to three objects to be inserted on forty-five
pitches, including screws and bolts of different sizes and pieces of plastic and rubber.
Most pianos include three strings for each pitch in most of the range. On some pitches,
Cage instructs the preparer to insert objects between two of the strings; these two
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strings will play a harmonic while the third string will ring naturally. On other pitches, he
asks for pieces of rubber to be placed between all three strings, which mutes the pitch.
Cage provides measurements (in inches) away from the bridge to denote where the
preparer should place the objects. Each model of piano is different, so these
measurements potentially create unique results on each instrument (Nyman 1999: 4447; Lucier 2012: 128-31).

Figure 5-1: Close-up of piano preparations (Granade 2008)
The prepared piano's timbres can be emulated with live computer processing, but
the act of physically manipulating the piano strings remains conceptually attractive.
Bolts and rubber pieces act on the piano itself, not just the sound waves it produces.
They are, as Latour (2005) and Bennett (2010) would call them, “actants” which cause
another object to behave in a different way. In live computer processing, the piano
behaves normally, but its amplified sound is filtered through another object before being
reproduced in loudspeakers. The computer acts upon the piano's energy but not its
matter.
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In Zellen-Linien (2007) for piano and live electronics, Hans Tutschku (b. 1966)
attempts to use computer processing to emulate the prepared piano (Pestova 2008).
The most naked example occurs in bars 228-245 (roughly thirteen minutes into the
twenty-minute work), in which the pianist plays intermittent pitches. The computer is
triggered on each F5, playing an inharmonic cluster reminiscent of the sound of piano
strings prepared with screws.
Zellen-Linien translates to “cells and lines,” referencing the primary materials of
the work, which are cells of harmonic material (block chords or quasi-arpeggiations) and
lines of repeated notes. In several of these “lines,” Tutschku asks the pianist to
gradually mute the strings with his/her finger. The attack of the strings can still be heard,
but the mass of the performer's fingers prevent most of the potential vibrations. Since
the computer cannot stop the strings' vibrations in such a way, Tutschku uses physical
methods to create the effect. The computer can manipulate the captured sound, but the
results are mixed with the original sound in performance. Thus the piano and computer
work together as a meta-instrument (as in Impett's “Meta-Trumpet,” discussed below),
but they never fuse into a new entity like the prepared piano. The listener recognizes
sounds as processed and unprocessed, as piano sounds and computer sounds.
Many other instruments have since been modified in this manner, such as the
prepared electric guitars of Keith Rowe (b. 1940) and Fred Frith (b. 1949) and the
prepared harp of Anne LeBaron (b. 1953). 1 Rowe's performance practice has been
called “tabletop guitar” since he lays the instrument on a table rather than holding it.
Rowe compares his decision to play the guitar this way to Jackson Pollock's decision to
paint on the floor. Both acts of repositioning break the artist away from traditional
1

Other examples of course include Karlheinz Essl's prepared toy pianos that were discussed in
Chapter 3.
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methods (Warburton 2001). Rowe's preparations include rods, nails, and springs that
sympathetically resonate and jangle along with the strings, alligator clips that mute or
emphasize harmonics, and many other objects. In addition, Rowe uses an array of
electronic effects to process the guitar's sounds. The physical accessibility of the guitar,
in contrast to the inside of the piano, allows Rowe to take a more active approach to
preparation. Rowe does not make preparations in advance, like Cage; instead, he
continually changes them in performance.
Besides the act of adding objects to alter the acoustic sound of instruments, there
have been innumerable experiments in extending instruments through the addition of
motion and pressure sensors. Jonathan Impett's “Meta-trumpet” adds sensors for
“position, direction and speed of movement, finger pressure, valve position, inclination
of the instrument, acceleration and breath pressure” (Impett 1998: 23). This information
is fed into a computer which processes the sound; Impett improvises on the Metatrumpet in dialog with the output of the computer. Similarly, in Anterior View of an
Interior With Reclining Trombonist: The Conservation of Energy (written for Stuart
Dempster), Richard Karpen (b. 1957) adds LEDs (light-emitting diodes) and
photoresistors to the trombone slide. A computer then measures the slide distance and
uses this information to control processing (Karpen 2004).
Unlike Tutschku's Zellen-Linien, which processes only the audible energy of the
piano, Impett and Karpen's works harness kinetic energy from the trumpet and
trombone players, respectively. A computer processes the instrument's sounds, and the
processing parameters are mapped to the mechanical energy involved in playing the
instrument. The data obtained from the performer's movements does not fundamentally
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change the nature of the original instrument, but it reveals hidden capacities within the
object.
Speak & Spell
Circuit bending, as described in Chapter 1, is a practice that involves deliberate
rewiring and short-circuiting of electronic instruments in order to discover new sounds.
Toys are the typical fodder for the practice, since they are inexpensive and relatively
safe due to their low voltage requirements. The Texas Instruments Speak & Spell,
Speak & Read, and Speak & Math are perhaps the most famous and sought-after toys
for circuit benders. Originally manufactured in 1978, they are long out of production and
now fetch around $50 on eBay. The Speak toys feature rudimentary voice synthesis, so
bending them creates almost-intelligible gibberish. These toys were promoted by Reed
Ghazala, whose book Circuit Bending (Ghazala 2005) provides detailed instructions on
some of the classic bends.
To bend a Speak & Spell (which Ghazala calls an “Incantor”), the bender opens
the toy and finds its circuit board, then touches various solder points together to see if
they trigger interesting sounds. Once the bend points are identified, the bender will
solder switches, resistors, and potentiometers to the circuit board. This provides the
bender with controls for recreating and manipulating the sounds. Ghazala's primary
bends of the Speak & Spell include a switch that loops short fragments of sound, a
potentiometer that lowers the pitch of the voice, and switches that engage a random
selection of vocal sounds from the synthesis engine. When performing the instrument,
the bender can create a number of different sounds both vocal and mechanical.
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Figure 5-2: Speak & Spell (left) and circuit-bent Speak & Read (right). Photo by the
author.
The Speak & Spell remains the toy to bend—a holy grail of misfit and mistreated
toys. The toy's surprisingly well-documented Wikipedia page lists nearly twenty popular
music acts who have used it on their recordings (“Speak & Spell (toy)” 2014). Ghazala's
documentation of the Speak & Spell makes it easier to hack, but he encourages
benders to develop their own modifications. Recalling Bryant's (2011) concept of “local
manifestation,” each bent Speak & Spell demonstrates only some of its capacities. The
bender exploits some capacities in his toy, but leaves out others. Another bender may
exploit different capacities in his local manifestation of the toy.
According to Hertz and Parikka, “Ghazala's Incantor is useful as a tool to remind
us of sociotechnical issues in contemporary society, including planned obsolescence,
the black-boxing of technology and the interior inaccessibility of everyday consumer
products” (Hertz & Parikka 2012: 426). It continues the design practice that Baudrillard
warns about, in which objects rely only on human extremities for operation (Baudrillard
2005: 51). As mentioned in Chapter 3, Barthes considers toys to be miniature versions
of adult objects, intended for education as much as they are intended for play (Barthes
1972: 53). Despite its bright colors, the Speak & Spell appears sterile and unfriendly.
This sterility is manifest in the flat touch panel that controls the unit. Although buttons
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are outlined, they are not individual and tactile; they hide yet another aspect of the unit's
function.2 The electronic speaking voice of the Speak & Spell portrays education as
mysterious force. The phonemes are passed down from a higher authority—the Texas
Instruments corporation or the educational system, for example.
Barthes writes, “more than a substance, plastic is the very idea of its infinite
transformation” (Barthes 1972: 97). The plastic shell of the Speak & Spell implies
malleability. As Wark might explain, hacking the Speak & Spell takes it away from the
vectoralist class who made it (Texas Instruments) and shows another use for it. Even if
Texas Instruments attempted to make a pre-bent toy, benders would not want it. The
emphasis in circuit bending is on the process, not the result. This prevents the
vectoralists from making the Incantor a sellable commodity.
Nic Collins's Hacked CD Player
Along with toys, commercial technologies for playing recorded music are obvious
targets for appropriation and hacking. John Cage used a phonograph in Credo in US
(1942) and twelve radios in Imaginary Landscape No. 4 (1951). Christian Marclay (b.
1955) has focused on the phonograph record itself in such works as Recycled Records
(1983), in which he takes shards of records and glues them together to make new
sequences of music. Record Without a Cover (1985), by Marclay's request, was
shipped and stored without protective sleeves. Rather than remaining background
noise, the scratches and dust that accumulate on the record become important parts of
the sonic texture.
Nicolas Collins (b. 1954) has performed and documented a tremendous amount
of experimentation in this arena (Collins 2009b). Fascinated by the appropriation of
2

The earliest (1978) version of the Speak & Spell featured raised buttons, but these are quite rare.
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record turntables by hip-hop DJs, Collins began hacking CD players. His initial insights
came from disconnecting the internal mute function, which revealed loud “squocks” at
beginning of the disc and between tracks. He also found that when the CD was paused,
the player read the same samples repeatedly. The CD player automatically mutes when
paused; disconnecting this function allows these repetitions to be heard.
Broken Light (1991), combines a string quartet with a modified CD player that
“remixes” a CD of concerti grossi by Corelli, Locatelli, and Torelli. The CD player is
attached to foot pedals; one pedal allows the operator to switch to another track, one
“Skitters” (plays rapid, randomly selected samples), and one “Nudges” the track
forward. The CD player sets the tempo. Since CDs are read from the center out, the
laser has less distance to travel on lower-numbered tracks; when paused, the player
skips faster on lower-numbered tracks than it does on higher-numbered tracks. Collins
chose tracks 5 and 6 for the outer movements and track 14 for the middle movement,
resulting in a traditional fast-slow-fast form.
As seen in Figure 5-3, the first movement of Broken Light begins with a call-andresponse between the CD player in “Skitter” (S) mode and each of the players soloing in
a virtuosic, “New Complexity” style. In the fourth section of the second system, the piece
changes texture to something that sounds like classic Minimalism. Short segments of
the Allegro from Corelli's Concerto Grosso No. 8 repeat rapidly. The string players
improvise with the CD player, following written suggestions provided by Collins.
Harmonies change when the “Nudge” (N) pedal is pressed. Since the harmonies of the
Corelli are extended in time, the players can learn the basic structure and play similar
pitch material. However, the CD may nudge too far and miss a chord or two, leaving the
performers unprepared. This results in a tension that would be lacking with a fixed
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backing track; one can hear the players slide into notes to correct their harmonic
predictions.

Figure 5-3: Score to the first movement of Nic Collins's Broken Light (Collins 1992).
Let us look at the version released on Collins's 1992 CD It Was a Dark and
Stormy Night. After the skittering section, the harmonies of Corelli's piece proceed in
order, but not every one is represented. In fact, the V is only played once, which gives
Broken Light an aeolian modality not found in the original Corelli. By skipping around,
the CD player creates progressions that are out of character for the Baroque period.
The main progression of Broken Light is:
gm:

3

gm
i

cm7-6 D
iv7-6 V

F
VII

cm
iv

dm
v

Bb
III

F
VII3

I have adopted the convention of writing the subtonic (VII) without a flat before it. Since it is a diatonic
triad in g minor, built upon F natural, it does not necessitate a flat. This convention is corroborated by
Turek 1996 and Kostka & Payne 2004.
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The first three chords are plausible in the Baroque style, but the suspension in the
second chord never resolves. In the Corelli, the F chord functions as a V/III during a
foray into B-flat major; here it has nothing to tonicize. In addition, the original Corelli
modulates to d minor. Collins's remix destroys any sense of this motion.
Broken Light is not just an elongation of Corelli's concerto grosso, but an
exploration of the machine that plays it. Leif Inge's 9 Beet Stretch (Inge 2002) elongates
Beethoven's Ninth Symphony to a duration of 24 hours. This puts a microscope on
small passages of time, but does not say much about the computer that did the
magnification. Ultimately, 9 Beet Stretch is concerned with existing music, while Broken
Light is concerned with equipment's effects on music. Broken Light uses repetition,
elimination, anticipation, and surprise; it lets the object guide the performance.
Conclusion
In the prepared piano, Speak & Spell, and hacked CD player, we see objects that
have inner capacities revealed by a musician. The piano has a wide range of timbres
available when one goes inside and adds objects to it. The player interface remains the
same, but its sonic character changes considerably. The circuit-bent Speak & Spell
functions differently than the original; it is transformed from a children's game into a
primitive voice synthesis tool with delightful unpredictability. Collins's hacked CD player
transforms a passive tool for reproducing music into an instrument that imbues existing
recordings with new surface rhythms and harmonic structures.
Bourriaud's Postproduction discusses late 20th century visual art, but it also
articulates ideas about objects that are present in experimental music. The term
“postproduction” encompasses any process that comes after initial recording or principal
photography in the entertainment industry. Bourriaud appropriates this term for a trend
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of conceptual art that appropriates and recontextualizes consumer and cultural
products. He writes, "artists today program forms more than they compose them: rather
than transfigure a raw element (blank canvas, clay, etc.), they remix available forms and
make use of data” (Bourriaud 2005: 17).
While postmodernist music exhibits polystylistic characteristics through genre
pastiche and quotation, postproduction music cites styles obliquely through the objects
themselves. The electric guitar signifies rock, even if the music does not. More
importantly, a postproduction work “does not position itself as the termination point of
the 'creative process' (a 'finished product' to be contemplated) but as a site of
navigation, a portal, a generator of activities" (Bourriaud 2005: 19).
Bourriaud's concept resembles Attali's “Composing” phase, where people delight
in the instruments of expression themselves. It also reflects Wark's hacker class, who
seek new expressions and capabilities in objects created by the vectoralist class. In
each case, practitioners of breaking resist the pressure to buy products marketed to
them. They also exhibit a spirit of reuse. Contrary to builders, these hackers, benders,
and breakers see a world already saturated with objects, objects whose capacities have
not yet been fully explored.
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CHAPTER 6
TOWARD OBJECT-ORIENTED COMPOSITION
In the opening vignettes of Chapter 1, I showed three musical fields (laptop
orchestras, experimental digital musical instruments, and circuit bending) that focus on
objects. Unfortunately, composers in these fields fail to fully explore the merits and
limitations of their objects through multiple compositions and performances. In Chapters
3-5, I constructed a mosaic of objects that exemplify what I call the “buy, build, and
break” modes of practice in experimental music. By doing so, I highlighted composers
whose work resembles the object-oriented composition approach I have proposed.
In object-oriented composition, a composer bases his musical materials on the
capacities and connotations of instruments. To borrow Kelly's anthropomorphism of
technology, what do technologies (or instruments, specifically) want? The answer is:
they want to be used well. They want to be used in music that demonstrates their
capacities, but also to be used in music worth hearing. Pieces that only catalog the
effects of an instrument are not good enough. Composers need to use effects for
structural or semiotic meaning, not simply because they can.
In this chapter, I will discuss the trajectory of my own work toward an objectoriented approach. First, I will briefly describe the concepts behind a few pieces from
the last four years. These earlier works were written before and during early stages in
my research. They do not follow any particular theories presented in this study; rather,
they are driven by purely sonic factors. To illustrate connections between my research
and recent compositions, I will describe in more detail the works 555 and Keys.
The earliest seed of my object-oriented idea is Mirror Universes (2010), a series
of six duets for percussion and melodic instruments. In each piece of this series, a duo
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reads from the same score. The scores consist of short musical fragments scattered
over two pages. The performers both play each fragment, but proceed independently in
any direction. The musical fragments attempt to highlight similarities between the two
instruments; the players are asked to mimic the sounds and performance conventions
of their partner's instrument. For example, in No. 2, the clarinet plays multiphonics to
emulate the inharmonic partials of gongs. In No. 3 (Figure 6-1), the vibraphone plays
short glissandi to mimic the slide of the trombone.

Figure 6-1: Excerpt from the author's Mirror Universes 3
Interiors for flute and guitar (2011) is based on the harmonic series of the low E
and D strings of the guitar. It explores harmonics on both instruments, particularly
harmonics that are out of tune with others. Tidal for piano and fixed media (2012)
juxtaposes the equal-tempered instrument against synthesized tones that move from
equal-temperament to just-intonation. When the synthesized tones move to just
intonation, they create difference tones in the bass register, which informed the
harmonic structure of the work. Bascule for marimba and cajón (2012) uses slap mallets
on the marimba to evoke the hand slapping of the cajón; the cajón's timbral contour
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(from a dark bass sounds to a brighter snare sound) mimics the pitch contour of the
marimba part. Tèarmunn for horn and vibraphone (2012) sets the tempo from the
vibraphone motor. The vibraphone is prepared with a chain to emulate the buzzing
quality of the stopped horn.
555
555 (2013) is a work for small electronic devices. It includes a radio, Arduinobased sequencer, Stylophone, Korg Monotron, Atari Punk Console, and Speak & Read.
In creating this piece I engaged in all three modes of practice proposed in this study. I
bought the Stylophone and Monotron and left them intact. I built the sequencer from a
plan by Beavis Audio (Beavis Audio Research 2012) and the Atari Punk Console from a
kit by Jimmie Rogers (Rogers 2013). I broke (circuit-bent) the Speak & Read following
Reed Ghazala's instructions. However, I did not buy, build, or break the objects
specifically for the piece. Collecting and creating tools are part of the compositional
process, even if they appear to be separate activities at the time.
Having improvised with these objects a number of times, I was familiar with the
sounds each would make. I grouped their sounds into timbral classes, such as vocal
sounds (radio and Speak & Read), repeated tones (sequencer and Monotron),
sustained tones (Stylophone, Monotron, Atari Punk Console, and Speak & Read),
repeated clicks (sequencer and APC), and static/noise (radio and APC, to an extent
Speak & Read). I let these characteristics guide how I structured the work. Here is the
basic outline:
• Introduction: APC static, Radio static, S & R glitches
• I: APC sustained tone, Stylophone/Monotron repeated tones
• II: Stylophone/Monotron slow tones, Sequencer fast tones (1 pitch)
• III: Sequencer vary speed and add pitches, Radio static bursts
• IV: Sequencer and APC fast clicks, vary speeds
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• V: Sequencer fast tones, Stylophone/Monotron fast tones,
• VI: Stylophone/Monotron fast tones, S & R low sustained tone, Sequencer fast
tones, APC intermittent bass tones, Radio static;
• Coda: Radio static, S & R glitches
Each section emphasizes a particular characteristic, such as noise, repeated tones, or
clicks. Successive sections are bridged by one instrument, which morphs from one of its
timbres to another. For example, the APC begins with unstable static sounds in the
introduction, then plays a continuous tone in Section I. As in Mirror Universes, my goals
in 555 were to highlight a few capacities of each instrument and to display their
similarities with other instruments.

Figure 6-2: Instruments used in the author's 555. Photo by the author.
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555 demonstrates some of the objects' capacities, but not all. The APC is
notorious for shrieking high tones, which I leave out. The Monotron features a ribbon
controller that I do not employ at all. I use the Monotron's filter and low frequency
oscillator (LFO) to process the Stylophone, but I do not generate tones with it. While I
use all three major functions of the Speak & Read (glitch, loop, and pitch shift), I loop
vowel sounds only. By limiting the capacities I demonstrate, I hope to create a coherent
soundworld. I hope to rescue these objects, as best I can, from the underdeveloped and
improvisatory contexts in which they are often found.
These objects are toys and hobby projects, not “proper” instruments. I am
attempting to use them seriously in a musical context, although I grant that the audience
may view my piece as a feeble attempt at humor. Playing with these small devices
immediately conjures a sense of frivolity, even as I try to compose for them the same
way I compose for other instruments. When I first performed this in a Charlotte, NC
piano bar,1 I was met with some laughter and also a modicum of disgust from patrons
expecting something “normal” on their evening out. This piece resists such
expectations.
Recalling Attali's Composing era, I am taking pleasure in the instruments. I am
taking pleasure in their rudimentary sounds, their similarities, their differences, and their
locked-in functions. Though I use toys, I downplay their cuteness, in contrast to poporiented toy musicians like Brett Domino (2014) or the Modified Toy Orchestra (n.d.).
However, I am using the instruments to signify. I signify that I am an experimental
composer. The instruments act as nodal points between, for example, Reed Ghazala

1

As part of the Charlotte New Music Festival, June 2013
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and myself. In the experimental/noise music community, these toys are proper and
expected instruments to use; it is another tradition of which I am now a part.
555 is a postproduction piece (recalling Bourriaud) and a piece of carpentry
(recalling Bogost). I use existing elements and form a network to see how they exist
together. All objects in the piece are actants on each other. The mixer, cables, and
amplifiers bring the sounds of the other instruments together. The Monotron filters and
gates the Stylophone. I patch the objects together, turn on their power buttons, and turn
their knobs. Their timbres act on my creative process. From object-oriented ontology we
get the idea that objects and humans are equal. As both composer and performer, I let
myself become part of a network of equal objects.
Keys
Keys (2013) is a work for piano, percussion, and fixed media. The ensemble was
partially inspired by Karlheinz Stockhausen's Kontakte (1960), but I never intended to
use the exact instrumentation. Instead, I assembled a group of keyboard instruments
and related objects. The pianist doubles on toy piano, melodica, computer keyboard,
and wind chimes made out of spare door keys. The percussionist plays vibraphone,
marimba, kalimba (thumb piano), typewriter, and a small music box. The fixed media
features samples of keyboard instruments including pipe organ, harpsichord, carillon,
Hammond B-3 electric organ, Fender Rhodes electric piano, Hohner Clavinet, and
Mellotron.
Most of the instruments in the piece share a similar performance interface. After
deciding on instrumentation, my next step was pondering what the keyboard interface
allows or encourages. For example, a keyboard contains individual keys for each pitch,
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so it potentially allows polyphony.2 The sequential arrangement of nearly identical keys
also implies scales and intervallic patterns. Since the performer is not required to hold
the instrument, they can play with two hands, allowing at least two independent voices.
The vibraphone and marimba share a similar layout to the piano, but on a
significantly larger scale. I incorporated the kalimba due to its common name (thumb
piano); it does not outwardly resemble keyboard instruments. The kalimba has metal
tines that are plucked with the fingers. The door-key wind chimes, typewriter, and
computer keyboard were similarly incorporated because of their name. I included the
music box because it features metal tines similar to those of the kalimba and toy piano.
With the complement of instruments in place, I sketched some initial formal
ideas. I then made a pitch outline based on a series of modal areas, wrote motives and
variations to draw upon, and used a random number generator to determine entrance
points. My intention was simply to form a skeleton. From there, I could imagine which
instruments would play which parts and refine the form based on the instruments'
characteristics.
Some of the instruments' pitch limitations determined where they would be
placed in the score. For example, the Kikkerland music box I use is tuned in A-flat
Major. My kalimba is tuned to C major.3 Given my pre-compositional pitch scheme, the
music box could only be played in a B-flat Dorian section, and the kalimba could only be
played in an E Phrygian section.
Physical limitations also drove my musical decisions. I begin the piece with
instruments capable of sustain—piano and vibraphone, with pipe organ samples. I
2

3

Of course, some keyboards are monophonic. However, keyboards more readily imply polyphony than
wind instruments, which require combinations of keys to create single notes.
The kalimba can be retuned, but I felt that retuning would be antithetical to the object-oriented
process.
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introduced the non-sustaining marimba for timbral contrast, but I wanted it to sustain
some of the time. This necessitated adding rolls. After adding rolls in the marimba I was
inspired to introduce octave tremolos in the piano and trills in the toy piano.
In the midst of composing, I realized I had neglected some of the keyboards'
affordances. Most of the motives are based on scales or arpeggios. I had forgotten
polyphony and simultaneity so I began transforming the motives into dyads and adding
chords in the piano. Most of the instruments have relatively high tessituras (above F3),
and I found I was neglecting the bass register entirely. Conscious of demonstrating the
piano's range, I decided to introduce the bass register very late in the work (m. 206).
This way, the introduction of an aspect of the instrument could serve as a musical
climax.
As I refined the piece, solo sections began to emerge. I decided to create brief
sections highlighting each of the live instruments (as well as a section highlighting the
fixed media). In general, I sought to create a dreamlike atmosphere in which sections
elide, instruments appear and disappear, and tonal centers remain ambiguous.
In Keys I explore Harman's concept of tool-being by comparing similar objects.
The inner workings of some objects (piano, toy piano) are hidden and obscured.
Outwardly, they appear the same, yet inside they are very different. Part of this act of
comparison involves the consideration of scale. The piano, marimba, and vibraphone
are large instruments. Contrasted with them are instruments of medium size (toy piano
and melodica) and instruments of very small size (music box, door key wind chimes).
The fixed media allowed me to extend the scale to even larger instruments like the pipe
organ and the carillon.
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This work also addresses the dichotomy between appropriate and inappropriate
instruments. In addition to toys, I use office machines (typewriters and computer
keyboards). These objects were not manufactured to make musical sound. By using
these objects in a concert piece, I show their capacities for making musical sounds and
I redefine them as concert instruments.4 Even the “professional” instruments in the fixed
media are incongruous with art music. The fixed media "solo" focuses on 1960s and
1970s electronic keyboards and evokes progressive rock and soul recordings of the era.
The pitch and rhythmic material of that section remains related to the rest of the piece. It
is not a style pastiche; I evoke genre through the objects.
For this piece, I was not interested in appropriating stylistic tropes. By using
iconic timbres, I invite audiences to make such stylistic connections themselves. I did
want to make a network of connections among keyboard instruments and to explore the
meanings of "keys." My main hope is that I did the objects justice. I want the objects to
"feel" like they were used well, in a context where they serve a purpose.
Further work
In an exploratory dissertation such as this, there are inevitably numerous trails
best left for another day. Avenues that could be traversed in more depth include the
connections between experimental composition and other “do-it-yourself” practices,
aspects of critique within the activities of building and breaking, the modes of practice in
other historical contexts, and object-oriented analysis of musical works. Of course, my
mind is brimming with ideas for object-oriented compositions.
Music may be primarily concerned with sound, but it is not exclusively concerned
with sound. Neither is it concerned exclusively with the human ingenuity of making it.
4

I certainly do not claim that I was the first to do so. I am simply illustrating the process of redefinition.
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The objects with which humans interact—through playing, buying, building, and
breaking—influence the creation and reception of the music they make together.
Objects bring meaning to music, objects extend human capabilities, objects suggest
directions for the music to take. The challenge for composers is to write pieces that
demonstrate a dialogue between the objects and themselves, pieces that celebrate
objects' connotations and comment on them, pieces that bring the objects into new
contexts and interactions, pieces that show the capacities of objects in musical ways
rather than merely cataloging their effects, and pieces that demonstrate why an object is
more suited for the work than any other object. Doing so would justify the modes of
practice in experimental music, give them a goal, and help composers understand why
they are so fascinated with physical stuff in a supposedly ephemeral art form.
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APPENDIX A: SCORE FOR KEYS
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